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       https://t.me/TheHindu_Zone_official EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE 10 EDITORIAL DELHI WEDNESDAY, JULY 10, 2019 THE HINDU EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE The growing power of the lumpen The national bar against hate crime has been lowered, but resolute corrective action is possible the past ﬁ�ve years. that only some States had com there are several obvious steps According to Hate Crime Watch, plied with the Supreme Court’s or which would be easier to take and Going electric crimes based on religious identity were in single digits until 2014, ders to designate a senior police oﬃ�cer in every district to prevent yield more immediate results than regulation of the digital media. when they surged from nine in incidents of mob violence and en Parliament could enact an omni The budgetary measures can speed up 2013 to 92 in 2018. Of the 291 inci sure that the police take prompt bus act against hate crime, and the India’s plans to switch to electric vehicles GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCKPHOTO Radha Kumar dents mentioned by the website, action, including safety for wit Home Minister could set bench 152 occurred in Bharatiya Janata nesses; set up fasttrack courts in marks for policemen and adminis T he Union Budget has announced a bold move to make a transition to electric vehicles, and oﬀ�ered Party (BJP)ruled States, 40 in Con such cases; and take action against trators to deal with hate crime. O nce again, the ﬁ�rst weeks of gressruled States and the rest in policemen or oﬃ�cials who failed The legislature and political par a tax incentive for the early adopters. Its stated vi the Narendra Modi admi States ruled by regional parties or to comply. Those State govern ties could suspend or dismiss sion to leapfrog into an era of electric mobility and nistration have been coalitions. Rarely, if ever, did bys ments that did comply, the report members who are implicated in domestic vehicle manufacturing, led by public tran marked by hate crimes — two Mus tanders attempt to stop the vio commented, did so only partially. hate crimes or practise hate sport and commercial vehicles, is forwardlooking. It is lim men beaten by mobs in Jhark lence or police arrive on time to do In several instances, the police ac speech. The electronic and print also inevitable because poor air quality and noise pollu hand and Mumbai, demanding so. In both studies, Uttar Pradesh crime, worldwide data show that tually obstructed investigations, media could stop showing or pu tion have sharply aﬀ�ected the quality of life, and pose a they shout ‘Jai Shri Ram’, one so topped the list of States with the hate speech encourages or legiti even ﬁ�ling charges against the blishing hateful comments and serious public health challenge. As the NITI Aayog has mercilessly that he died. Another largest number of hate crimes for mises acts of violence and a cli victims. threats. Priests could preach the man, a tribal, lynched in Tripura the third year, followed by Gujarat, mate of impunity. France has a a Whether it is political hate values of tolerance and respect stated, the goal of shifting to electric vehicles cannot on suspicion of being a cattle thief. Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu and Bihar. draft Bill to prohibit hate speech, speech or police bias on the that are common to all religions make progress without deadlines, and a marketdriven Most recently, 24 men accused of These facts are striking enough and Germany has already enacted ground, there is little doubt that and schools could revitalise cours approach sought by some sections of the automotive in being cattle smugglers, beaten and to concern any government. The one. the national bar against hate crime es on the directive principles of dustry will leave India’s capabilities and infrastructure made to shout ‘Gau Mata ki Jai’, in Prime Minister expressed pain at According to a study by NDTV has been lowered. On television, our Constitution. for emobility trailing others, notably China. With 2030 Rajasthan. the sickening murder of Tabrez there are at least 45 politicians in we see replays of hate speech and For Mr. Modi, there is an addi as the outer limit, the imperative is to ﬁ�x a realistic time This time, however, there is a Ansari in Jharkhand, but clearly our newly elected union legisla videos of lynching. Though the ac tional challenge. He has twice spo frame by which scooters, motorcycles, threewheel car rising tide of concern, both dom far more is required. The Rajas ture who have indulged in hate companying commentary is criti ken out against hate crime, but his estically and internationally. Dom than administration is introducing speech over the past ﬁ�ve years; 35 cal, repeated iterations normalise words of pain have not been riages and, later, all new vehicles will be battery po estically, there have been a num a Bill prohibiting cow vigilantism, of them belong to the BJP. No ac the hateful. Indeed, anchors them backed by action, either by his wered. An additional income tax deduction of ₹�1.5 lakh ber of editorials, OpEds and talk but that deals with only one hate tion has been taken as yet by the selves resort to invective far more party or by BJPled administra is now oﬀ�ered on interest paid on loans to purchase shows calling for action; interna crime. An omnibus act against all party, though it is in such a posi often than before — note how tions. Does he have so little in electric vehicles, and the GST Council has been moved tionally, India has begun to feature hate crimes, including hate tion of strength electorally that it Kashmiris are routinely heckled ﬂ�uence over his own? We have to to cut the tax on evehicles to 5% from 12%. Both de prominently on a growing list of speech, is required across India would lose little by acting against and abused on talk shows. The hope not. mands were made by the industry earlier. There is a sig countries marked by hate crime, and should be a priority of the 17th them. print media too is failing. Several For a demographically diverse niﬁ�cant outlay under the second iteration of the Faster including hate speech in electoral Lok Sabha. Germany, for example, newspapers now publish trium country such as India, hate crimes campaigns. amended Section 46 of its Crimi Court directives phalist opinion articles, including — including crimes of contempt — Adoption and Manufacturing (of Hybrid and) Electric nal Procedure Code, dealing with In 2018, the Supreme Court direct comments to articles that are hate are a disaster. Each of our religious Vehicles (FAME) plan of ₹�10,000 crore, to give a ﬁ�llip to A rising graph sentencing in violent crime, to say ed Central and State governments speech by any deﬁ�nition. Criticism and caste communities number in commercial vehicles and to set up charging stations. Studies of hate crimes in India the sentence must be based on to make it widely known that of blatantly communal govern the millions, and crimes that are The budgetary measures will have an immediate im show that they have steadily risen consideration of ‘the motives and lynching and mob violence would ment actions such as extension of directed against any of these pact on the pricing of electric vehicles and bring in over the past ﬁ�ve years. Amnesty aims of the oﬀ�ender, particularly ‘invite serious consequence under refuge and citizenship on religious groups could result in a magnitude more models, but it will take a sustained eﬀ�ort by the International India documented where they are of a racist or xeno the law’ (Tehseen S. Poonawalla v. identity has grown increasingly of disaﬀ�ection that impels vio Centre, in partnership with State governments, to ena 721 such incidents between 2015 phobic nature or where they show Union of India & Ors). Then Home muted. lence, even terrorism. Far less di ble a fast rollout of charging infrastructure. The Minis and 2018. Last year alone, it contempt for human dignity’. Minister Rajnath Singh told Parlia verse countries than India are al tracked 218 hate crimes, 142 of We have a number of sections in ment that the government had Key steps needed ready suﬀ�ering the result of hate try of Power issued guidelines and standards for this in which were against Dalits, 50 the Indian Penal Code that can be formed a panel to suggest mea One of the policy issues that is ‘moving into the mainstream’, as December last year, setting technical parameters for against Muslims, 40 against wo used to punish or even prevent sures to tackle mob violence, and high on the Modi administration’s UN Secretary General António Gu public charging stations that can enable normal and men, and eight each against Chris hate crime, but they are disparate would enact a law if necessary. list is dealing with incitement to terres recently highlighted. We fast charging. With price competition, a speedy spread tians, Adivasis, and transgenders. and few policemen are aware of The panel’s recommendations are violence through social media. But can still contain its spread if we act of electric twowheelers can be expected, given that ov The more common hate crimes, them. Those that are, fear to use not in the public domain, and acts the focus is on hate in relation to resolutely. Or else our political er 80% of conventional vehicles sold in India come un they found, were honour killings — them in areas whose political lead of hate crime do not appear to terrorism, and it is unclear wheth leaders might ﬁ�nd the lumpen tail der that category. Aﬀ�ordable charging will make these that have sadly occurred for de ers mobilise through hate speech. have diminished in the year since er government policy will extend wagging their dog. cades — and ‘cowrelated vio Though some Indian analysts de Mr. Singh’s promise. to cover hate crime. Important as vehicles and commercial threewheelers attractive be lence’, that was rare earlier but bate whether there is a correlation In a May 2019 report, Human it is to do so, the digital media is Radha Kumar is a writer and policy cause operating costs are a fraction of petrol and diesel has become more frequent over between hate speech and hate Rights Watch India pointed out not the only oﬀ�ender. In fact, analyst equivalents. Yet, longer range travel will require more than a chargeathome facility, and this would have to be in the form of fast charging at parking lots, retroﬁ�t ted fuel outlets, new public charging stations, hotels, of ﬁ�ces and so on. Swapping the battery at convenient lo More appeasement than justice Maratha reservation borders on class legislation rather than signifying reasonable classiﬁ�cation cations with one that is precharged, especially for commercial vehicles that run longer and need a quick vation policy. The Supreme Court of land as a result of inheritance Gurvinder Singh (2016) though has refused to stay the Central go laws rather than it being a sign of along with Gujjars, four other turnaround, is worth considering. A longerterm policy vernment’s decision to grant 10% backwardness. The Maratha share castes were also given the beneﬁ�t. priority has to be the setting up of lithium battery pro quota in jobs and education to the of 19.5% in government jobs too Jat reservation, in Ram Singh duction and solar charging infrastructure of a scale that economicallyweaker sections and cannot satisfy the constitutional (2015), was declared unconstitu matches the ambition. The Centre has accepted some the Bombay High Court has now requirement of inadequacy of re tional because only one caste was of the demands of the auto industry to popularise EVs. Faizan Mustafa upheld reservation for the Ma presentation; even the ﬁ�nding that favoured. Maratha reservation FILE PHOTO ratha community. Marathas constitute 30% of the thus borders on class legislation Losing steam State’s population is suspect as the rather than reasonable classiﬁ�ca U nder Prime Minister Naren Inﬂ�uential reach Commission excluded Muslims, tion. Article 14 prohibits class dra Modi, the Bharatiya Ja Anyone familiar with Maharashtra sticks it adopted were controver Jains, Sikhs and unreserved cate legislation. Markets react negatively to the Budget’s nata Party (BJP), once con will know that the Maratha com sial. For example, the Commission gories in its population count. In Since the National Commission populism and inability to force reforms sidered to be just a party of upper munity is an inﬂ�uential and politi noted that of the total farmer sui fact on most parameters, Marathas for Backward Classes was not con caste Hindus, is beginning to ex cally dominant caste which has cides of 13,368) 2,152 Maratha are on a par with other forward sulted, the constitutionality of Ma M any investors who were hoping for business pand its social base. And a party not faced any systematic social dis farmers had ended their lives. It ig castes and the OBCs. Singling ratha reservation is suspect but friendly reforms were not too impressed by that has consistently criticised the crimination or exclusion. Most of nored the fact that these were not them out for reservation is ap the High Court observed that the the maiden Budget of the second Narendra Indian National Congress for its so the State’s Chief Ministers have due to backwardness but because peasement and not justice. More NBCC had in no way taken away Modi government. After a moderate negative reaction called appeasement policies in been Marathas. While the Mandal of agrarian crises. The Commis over, the Commission had recom the powers of the State commis when the Budget was presented in Parliament on Fri cluding subquotas for minorities Commission identiﬁ�ed Marathas sion also attached great impor mended 12% to 13% reservation sion. Similarly, the Uttar Pradesh day, both the Sensex and the Nifty witnessed their big within Other Backward Classes to be a ‘forward’ community, two tance to its ﬁ�nding that while 69% which the BJP government en government has ignored the Na gest fall in over two years on Monday. The Sensex in (OBC) and reservation for OBC State Backward Class Commis Maratha families sought medical hanced to 16%. The sample size tional Commission for Scheduled curred a huge loss of 792.82 points while the Nifty shed Muslims is no longer hesitant in sions, namely the Khatri Commis treatment for jaundice, 9.65% was too small and it considered Castes in according SC status to 17 extending reservation to newer sion (1995) and Bapat Commission sought treatment from tantriks just 950 urban families; it also ex castes. about 250 points. Sectors such as banking, automobiles castes. (2008), recommended not to in while 0.54% left it ‘to the mercy of cluded Mumbai. The weakest part of the judg and power were the worsthit, each witnessing a loss of In keeping with this line, one clude them within the OBC catego god’; superstition, and ‘blind ment is ignoring the 50% upper li over 3%. Investors were spooked by a variety of propo has seen it introduce reservation ry. After the High Court had stayed vows’ were factored in as proof of On classiﬁ�cation mit of reservation by relying on sals made by Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman that for politically dominant castes the 16% reservation made on the backwardness though such irra After all, social and educational the small window of exception are expected to increase the tax burden on them. These such as the Gujjars in Rajasthan, basis of the recommendations of tional practices or beliefs are pre backwardness are but an aspect of permitted in Indra Sawhney, i.e. include the proposal to increase long term capital gains Patidars in Gujarat and the Ma nonstatutory Narayan Rane Com valent even among the higher backwardness and must therefore the factor of remote or far ﬂ�ung tax on foreign portfolio investors and to tax the buy rathas in Maharashtra. The BJP go mission (2015), the matter was re castes as well. The Commission al fall within the OBC classiﬁ�cation. areas and an absence from nation vernment in Uttar Pradesh has in ferred to the M.G. Gaikwad Com so found that a large number of Even conceding that Marathas are al main stream. None is available back of shares by companies at 20%. The negative sig cluded 17 OBC castes in the mission in 2017, which submitted Marathas in Mumbai are engaged backward and need reservation, to the Marathas. nal sent by the increased surcharge on people earning Scheduled Castes list. Even the its report in 2018. The Bill was in the business of dabbawallas. Ac they should have ideally been in Let the BJP not deviate from its over ₹�2 crore a year also weighed on markets. This tax judiciary that has so far been quite passed and brought into force in ceptance of food from them shows cluded within the OBC. But the stated policy on appeasement and on the “superrich” is unlikely to make much of a diﬀ�e concerned about the ‘merit’, ‘eﬃ� less than two weeks. that people do not consider them High Court upheld the creation of do justice to all including Marathas rence to the government’s ﬁ�scal position. However, it ciency in administration’ and in The Mandal Commission had 11 low caste. The ﬁ�nding of 71% Ma a distinct class of socially and edu and Muslims. does damage the image of the present government as a terests of ‘general candidates’, has yardsticks to determine backward rathas owning land of less than 2.5 cationally backward class with just probusiness one and can aﬀ�ect fund ﬂ�ow into the sent out mixed signals on invoking ness. On certain parameters, the acres was considered a sign of one caste (Marathas) included un Faizan Mustafa is Vice-Chancellor, the strict scrutiny test in examin Gaikwad Commission did go backwardness but such small der it. The issue of Gujjar reserva NALSAR University of Law, Hyderabad. country if the wealthy prefer to move to other coun ing the constitutionality of a reser beyond Mandal; some of the yard holdings are due to fragmentation tion was struck down in Captain The views expressed are personal tries. The proposal to raise minimum public sharehold ing in listed companies from 25% to 35% is also seen as LETTERS TO THE EDITOR Letters emailed to letters@thehindu.co.in must carry the full postal address and the full name or the name with initials. an unnecessary intervention in markets. Global factors like strong jobs data coming from the United States which lowers the chances of an interest rate cut by the Karnataka crisis government with ﬂ�oating appeasing the disgruntled this shortterm special proﬁ�teering at the expense of overlook poor road The political charade in MLAs, its longevity will be MLAs they can never be measure was intended to deserving candidates. The infrastructure as another Federal Reserve, and the potential systemic risk posed Karnataka has come to such suspect again. This will give trusted. Amidst political bring the ‘backward’ system today not only major cause. Data from the by the troubles faced by Deutsche Bank may have also a pass that the Bharatiya rise to a piquant situation. uncertainty the sections to a level that was strengthens the caste divide Public Works Department weighed on the markets. However, the losses expe Janata Party that had One can safely conclude administration will be in a on a par with others. That it but also creates resentment last year, on Delhi’s roads, rienced by western markets on Monday were nowhere unsuccessfully formed the that democracy in state of inertia. Parties must continues and expands is an in communities unable to showed an average of 2,000 as heavy as the losses faced by the Indian markets. ﬁ�rst government after the Karnataka is at the mercy of think about dealing with indication of the failure of reap the beneﬁ�ts of potholes along the main All these aside, the larger issue bothering the Indian election is at government powerhungry politicians. horse trading and shifting the scheme. Instead of there reservation. It may not be an roads. There were also investor may be the Budget’s supposed tilt towards po formation again by trial and Abdul Assis P.A., allegiance in a serious being a scientiﬁ�c assessment, exaggeration to say that broken footpaths, dislocated error and subverting the Kandassankadavu, Thrissur, Kerala manner. Existing anti the issue has been treated ‘brain drain’ is a kerb stones and trees pulism as the government expands the size of its wel will of the people of defection laws are ineﬀ�ective politically. To perpetuate the consequence of the aﬀ�ecting traﬃ�c. India ranks fare projects instead of taking steps to revive private in Karnataka (Editorial, “The ■ Even if the BJP forms the and lawmakers ﬁ�nd out shortterm plan and to reservation system. Capable very high in road accidents if vestment in the slowing economy. Apart from a few visible hand”, July 9). Both government through the ample loopholes to escape expand it in all directions are students prefer to move one accesses data from the words from the Finance Minister on simplifying labour the party and its State party back door, it would not the disqualiﬁ�cation. Those who the hallmarks of votebank abroad where their work and International Road laws and relieving startup investors from the regressive president and former government of, for and by vitiate democratic credibility politics. How it reduces the capabilities are rewarded. Federation, Geneva. In a “angel tax”, the Budget was largely bereft of any major Karnataka Chief Minister, the people, but of, for and by must be debarred from ‘merit’ element in education, Kshitij Mani Tripathi, review of accident structural reforms that could instil conﬁ�dence among B.S. Yeddyurappa, have a defectors. The party accessing all beneﬁ�ts as the bureaucracy, legislature Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh prevention, there has to be a yen to wrest power even if leadership in Delhi may elected representatives. and other sections is a holistic view of all factors. investors. The trajectory of markets in the coming they lose elections. claim that it has nothing to Dr. George Vareekal, governance issue. This is the Road safety Tushar Anand, months will depend on the kind of reforms the govern Consequently, the party do with the the crisis but the Burhanpur, Madhya Pradesh reason why caste hierarchies Though the human factor is Patna, Bihar ment manages to push through, and on the actions of with a diﬀ�erence has acts of their State leaders continue and are reinforced. often cited in fatal road more letters online: central banks across the globe. While the Reserve Bank metamorphised into a make it crystal clear that Quota and caste Only proper Constitutional accidents, one cannot www.hindu.com/opinion/letters/ of India looks to be easing its policy, any global liquidity party of defectors and the these cannot be without The assertion in the article, amendments to delete corrections & clarifications: tightening can aﬀ�ect foreign fund inﬂ�ows. Despite lack MLAs who are raring to clearance from Delhi. “Reinforcing caste discriminatory provisions The report headlined “Shutdown in Valley on Wani’s death an cross over have betrayed Perhaps the time has come hierarchies” (Editorial page, can help progress. niversary” ( July 9, 2019) referred to Burhan Wani’s killing on June lustre company earnings and other fundamental is 8, 2016. It should have been July 8, 2016. Also, it talked about slow the trust of the people. If to dissolve the House and let July 9) is that “reservation is P.R.V. Raja, sues, markets in the past have been pushed up aggres Pandalam, Kerala ing down of internet speeds on Tuesday. It should have been the JD(S) and the Congress voters decide who they want. not the real answer” though Monday. sively by the ample liquidity provided by central banks. give rebel MLAs ministerial N. Nagarajan, in the context of its latest But without enough reforms to strengthen the funda Secunderabad An Editorial page article titled “A shot at economic logic” ( July berths, it will be a sureﬁ�re avatar, the Maratha quota, is ■ The objective of 9, 2019) talked about the creation of an African common market mentals that can back lofty valuations, it may be only a way for others to rebel. This a good enough reason to reservation was to uplift the with a GDP of $3.4 billion. It should have been $3.4 trillion. matter of time before markets begin to lose steam. is a vicious circle. Even if ■ If the party leadership revisit the time when it was ‘downtrodden’ and not to The Readers’ Editor’s office can be contacted by Telephone: +91-44-28418297/28576300; the BJP manages to form a somehow succeeds in ﬁ�rst introduced. At that time, encourage indiscriminate E-mail:readerseditor@thehindu.co.in CM A ND-NDE https://t.me/SSC4Exams YK https://t.me/Banking4Exams https://t.me/UPSC4Exams https://t.me/TheHindu_Zone_official EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE THE HINDU WEDNESDAY, JULY 10, 2019 DELHI EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE OPED 11 The malaise of malnutrition A pre-election strike on Iran? India needs to double yearly rate of fall in stunting cases to achieve its 2022 target Why a purportedly ‘limited’ attack by the U.S. is likely — and worrying isha, which have large vulnerable popu lations, are struggling to set up func tioning anganwadis, and recruit staﬀ�. The key to ending the tragedy of child nutrition lies with a handful of State governments: the highest levels of Thomas Abraham stunted and underweight children are Tabish Khair found in Jharkand, Bihar, Madhya Pra desh, Gujarat and Maharashtra. Malnu A new report, ‘Food and Nutrition Se trition is a reﬂ�ection of ageold patterns Is Iran being set up for a ‘limited scale curity Analysis, India, 2019’, authored of social and economic exclusion. Over conﬂ�ict’ just before the U.S. presiden by the Government of India and the Un 40% of children from Scheduled Tribes tial election? This is a suspicion that REUTERS ited Nations World Food Programme, and Scheduled Castes are stunted. might be far from the minds of North paints a picture of hunger and malnu Close to 40% of children from the Other and West European leaders, hailing AFP trition amongst children in large pock Backward Classes are stunted. The lack from countries that, since World War ets of India. This punctures the image years have exposed the failure of the In of nutrition in their childhood years II, have been sceptical of war, especial of a nation marching towards prosperi dian state to ensure that its most vulner can reduce their mental as well as phys ly in their own neighbourhoods. But by Mr. Trump’s Republicans can lead to nians would be too proud to eat hum ty. It raises moral and ethical questions able citizens are provided adequate nu ical development and condemn them Iran is not really in their neighbour a ‘demonstration’ of ‘greatness’ on ble pie in the face of American might. about the nature of a state and society trition in their early years. India has to a life in the margins of society. hood. Will countries like Germany, Iran. Such a ‘demonstration’ is likely in They are likely to be encouraged into that, after 70 years of independence, long been home to the largest number Stunting and malnourishment starts France or BrexitingU.K. have the con other ways too. For instance, the U.S.’s warlike sentiments by the more radical still condemns hundreds of millions of of malnourished children in the world. not with the child, but with the mother. viction or coherence to stand up for two best friends — Saudi Arabia and Is Iranian mullahs, with their own Islamic its poorest and vulnerable citizens to Some progress has been made in reduc An adolescent girl who is malnourished Iran, which has been pushed into a cor rael — clearly want Iran dismantled as suspicion of the U.S. and the West. The lives of hunger and desperation. And it ing the extent of malnutrition. The pro and anaemic tends to be a mother who ner by the onesided withdrawal of Do much as possible. The rhetoric of ‘Isla ability of the religious to believe that once again forces us to ask why despite portion of children with chronic malnu is malnourished and anaemic. This in nald Trump’s U.S. from the internation mist terror’ can be used to eﬀ�ect this, God will intervene on their behalf is not rapid economic growth, declining le trition decreased from 48% percent in turn increased the chances of her child al nuclear deal brokered under former particularly because most Americans a reassuring element either. vels of poverty, enough food to export, 200506 to 38.4% in 201516. The per being stunted. U.S. President Barack Obama? It re cannot distinguish between Shia and and a multiplicity of government pro centage of underweight children de mains one of the great ironies of polit Sunni Muslims, and hence do not know A diﬀ�erent matter grammes, malnutrition amongst the creased from 42.5% to 35.7% over the The problem is access to food ics today that Mr. Trump is such good that the hated Islamic State and al Qae The likelihood of a staged conﬂ�ict just poorest remains high. same period. Anaemia in young chil As Amartya Sen noted, famines are friends with North Korea, which seems da are Sunni, while Iran is Shia. before the U.S. presidential election dren decreased from 69.5% to 58.5% caused not by shortages of food, but by to have no intention of abandoning its To this will be added a certain sec getting out of hand ought to worry In A trap of poverty, malnutrition during this period. But this progress is inadequate access to food. And for the nuclear weapons, and so belligerent to tion of the liberal voice in the ‘free’ dia. A conﬂ�ict between the U.S. and The report shows the poorest sections small. poor and marginalised, access to food wards Iran, which did sign an interna West: people who have good reasons to Iran would not be like a conﬂ�ict bet of society caught in a trap of poverty is impeded by social, administrative tional nuclear deal! dislike the clerical regime in Iran, peo ween India and Pakistan, which are and malnutrition, which is being An ambitious target and economic barriers. In the case of Liberal Europe might have trouble ple who would like to see Iran become neighbours. They can inﬂ�ict some dam passed on from generation to genera The government’s National Nutrition children and their mothers, this could imagining the eﬀ�ect of a ‘limited scale democratic. While their reasons are age on each other. And the only likeli tion. Mothers who are hungry and mal Mission (renamed as Poshan Abhiyaan) be anything from nonfunctioning or conﬂ�ict’ on a national electorate just good, many of them are too idealistic hood — victory by India, which is the nourished produce children who are aims to reduce stunting (a measure of neglectful governments at the State, before elections, but surely we Indians or too removed from Iran to think of greater military power — would leave stunted, underweight and unlikely to malnutrition that is deﬁ�ned as height district and local levels to entrenched have larger imaginations? I am not say what might happen once the conﬂ�ict matters unresolved for the victor: India develop to achieve their full human that is signiﬁ�cantly below the norm for social attitudes that see the poor and ing that Mr. Trump and his publicity begins — and escalates. Perhaps I am will not only have to control much of potential. age) by 2% a year, bringing down the marginalised as less than equal citizens troops are planning a ‘hot’, instead of being pessimistic, but I have seen a hostile captured territory but still be The eﬀ�ects of malnourishment in a proportion of stunted children in the who are meant to be an underclass and the currently ‘cold’, conﬂ�ict with Iran. number of countries go to pieces under exposed to ‘Islamist’ attacks from other small child are not merely physical. A population to 25% by 2022. But even are undeserving of government eﬀ�orts What I am saying is that there are very the ﬂ�ag of ‘freedom’ in recent years: Muslim countries, because even developing brain that is deprived of nu this modest target will require doubling to provide them food and lift them out good ‘factors’ which may lead to it. Iraq, Libya, Syria, Sudan. In every case, beyond Pakistan there lie other Muslim trients does not reach its full mental po the current annual rate of reduction in of poverty. there was hope and many good argu nations and regions. Incidentally, these tential. A study in the Lancet notes, stunting. A lot of attention has focussed on the Demonstration of ‘greatness’ ments for a change of regime. In every other neighbours do not desire major “Undernutrition can aﬀ�ect cognitive The minutes of recent meetings of government’s aim of turning India into Mr. Trump needs a ‘patriotic’ surge to case, the hopes have been belied and, trouble between India and Pakistan; development by causing direct structu the Executive Committee of Poshan Ab a $5 trillion economy in the next ﬁ�ve be certain of victory in the coming pre looking back, the earlier status quo they prefer the current status quo. ral damage to the brain and by impair hiyaan do not inspire much conﬁ�dence years. Whether this will achieved is a sidential election, and he is a politician seems to have been a relative mercy. There will also be no ‘global’ or ‘liberal’ ing infant motor development.” This in about whether this can be achieved. A matter for debate. But these declara not averse to chestthumping heroics at Moreover, North and West European cheerleading for either India or Pakis turn aﬀ�ects the child’s ability to learn at year after it was launched, State and tions only serve to obscure a larger real the cost of other people’s sons. Not sur states are bogged down in a postBrexit tan in the case of a conﬂ�ict. school, leading to a lifetime of poverty Union Territory governments have only ity. There is a large section of society, prisingly, this year marked the ﬁ�rst 4th situation, have highly developed but But a purportedly ‘limited’ attack by and lack of opportunity. used 16% of the funds allocated to the poorest twoﬁ�fths of the country’s of July celebration in recent memory stagnant economies, and paciﬁ�st but the U.S. on Iran is a diﬀ�erent matter: Another study in the Lancet ob them. Fortiﬁ�ed rice and milk were to be population, that is still largely un that was highly politicised and in which increasingly parochial electorates. the U.S. would remain largely unaﬀ�ect serves, “These disadvantaged children introduced in one district per State by touched by the modern economy the U.S. armed forces were clearly in They would not be willing to do much ed, because it is too far away and far too are likely to do poorly in school and March this year. But the minutes of a which the rest of the country inhabits. serted into the current Republican slo to stop a conﬂ�ict. Given the fact that the strong. Iran has neighbours — not just subsequently have low incomes, high March 29 meeting showed that this had As one part of the country lives in a 21st gan of ‘Make America Great Again’. It two biggest industries in the world — Saudi Arabia and Israel — who would fertility, and provide poor care for their not been done, and oﬃ�cials in charge of century economy, ordering exotic cui was also a far more military show than weapons and oil — might have vested love to see it bombed a few decades children, thus contributing to the inter public distribution had not yet got their sines over apps, another part struggles in the past. This overlap of the ‘great interests in a ‘limited conﬂ�ict’ in Iran, back into the past. And there will even generational transmission of poverty.” act together. Or, as the minutes put it, with the most ancient of realities: ﬁ�nd ness’ of the American military — U.S. and these industries are not voiceless be a degree of ‘global’ and ‘liberal’ In other words, today’s poor hungry “The matter is under active considera ing enough to eat to tide them over till military expenditure in 2018 was in Europe either, one can also expect cheerleading for a presumed ‘return to children are likely to be tomorrow’s tion of the Ministry of Consumer Af the next day. around $650 billion (China was second the worst. democracy’ in Iran. The prospects, to hungry, unemployed and undereducat fairs, Food and Public Distribution”. with $250 billion, and Saudi Arabia and Finally, the ‘national ethos’ of Iran say the least, are worrying. ed adults. Anganwadis are key to the distribution Thomas Abraham is a Bengaluru-based writer India, hurrah, were third and fourth will contribute to it too. Iran is one of The ﬁ�ndings in the report are not of services to mothers and children. But on social issues. He is the author of ‘Polio: The with about $67 billion each) — with the the major nations of the world, the core Tabish Khair is an Indian novelist and academic new: many studies over the last ﬁ�ve many States, including Bihar and Od Odyssey of Eradication’ political rhetoric of ‘greatness’ pursued of an ancient civilisation. Many Ira who works in Denmark CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC Global problem, local solutions CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC FROM ARCHIVES Forest dwellers and farmers are the best hope to FIFTY YEARS AGO JULY 10, 1969 preserve biodiversity and ensure food security P.M. wants selective bank take-over Soumya Sarkar the active participation of communi ties that live close to nature — farmers The Prime Minister, Mrs. Indira Gandhi, The Dongria Kondh tribe of Niyamgi and forest dwellers. It is now obvious sprung a major surprise tonight [ July 9] by ri Hills are among the best conserva that intensive agriculture, exploita sending a note to the Congress Working tionists in the world. Known for the tive forestry and overﬁ�shing are the Committee – through a special messenger spirited defence of their forested main threats to biodiversity in India from Delhi – more or less associating herself habitat against shortsighted indus and the world. In their prognosis, UN with the Leftist demand for bank nationali trialisation, they have through mil agencies are unanimous that the best sation. When the Working Committee was lennia evolved a lifestyle that is in way to correct the present course is discussing the draft on economic policy, perfect harmony with to heed the accumulated prepared by Mr. C. Subramaniam and Mr. nature. Across India, wisdom of indigenous pe Sadiq Ali, the Prime Minister’s note was re there are scores of indi oples, ﬁ�shers and ceived spelling out her broad approach to genous people who have farmers. problems of agriculture, industry and ﬁ�nan managed to lead mea The situation with our cial institutions. Mrs. Gandhi did not plead ningful lives without forests is even more dire. for bank nationalisation as such but ex wanton destruction of Instead of evicting forest pressed the view that the suggestion for se natural ecosystems. dwellers from their lective nationalisation of some of the major These tribes, along homes, we should be en CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC banks was worth considering in the context with marginalised com couraging them to con of the larger economic objectives of the Con munities living on the fringes of for serve and nurture their habitats. DATA POINT gress Party. The Prime Minister’s note was ests and millions of smallholder Pressure from industrialisation does not considered in detail by the Working farmers, are the best hope that India not care too much about conserva Committee since there was not enough time has to preserve biodiversity and en tion and biodiversity. The same holds before the members adjourned for the din sure food security. At a time when na true for the overexploitation of our ner given in their honour by the Mysore Pra ture faces the threat of another mass rivers and seas. desh Congress Reception Committee. But it extinction of species, their impor For solutions one has to just look will be discussed at length in Mrs. Gandhi’s tance cannot be emphasised enough at the growing movement of zero presence when the Working Committee because they oﬀ�er us solutions to av budget natural farming in Andhra meets again tomorrow night. ert an imminent meltdown. Pradesh and Telangana, or the com The ﬁ�rst global assessment of bio munitydriven forest conservation in A HUNDRED YEARS AGO JULY 10, 1919. diversity by a UNbacked panel, itiatives in Odisha and the Northeast, which released its report in May, held to realise that there is hope for the German Gold for Indian Sedition. humans squarely responsible for the natural ecosystem, if only we act on looming mass extinction of species. the advice of local communities. The mail papers from England bring the sen Without radical eﬀ�orts towards con sational news that Mrs. [Annie] Besant in in servation, the rate of species extinc No silver bullet terviews to the Press has made the deﬁ�nite tion will only gather momentum. The There is no silver bullet to solve the statement that, to her own certain know red ﬂ�ag comes close on the heels of a problem of crop and biodiversity loss ledge, German gold energised sedition and February report by the UN Food and at the national level. The natural unrest in India. Speaking to an interviewer Agriculture Organization (FAO). A farming movement in Andhra Pra of the London ‘Times’ she declared that “the loss in biodiversity simply means that desh may not be suitable for, say, revolutionary party in India was supported plants and animals are more vulnera Punjab. Fortunately, India’s farmers largely by German money, which had been ble to pests and diseases, and it puts and tribes are nothing if not innova used for many years in the eﬀ�ort to cause un food security and nutrition at risk, tive and they do have local solutions. rest. Even before the war, money had been the FAO said. Loss of biodiversity and the threat spent freely on German propaganda work, of species extinction along with the which was carried on largely by German At a higher risk alarming changes wrought by global missionaries who taught children to ‘call for Although biodiversity loss is a global warming are the primary concerns of the German Kaiser’, instead of for our own problem, it can be countered only our times. Our best bet for survival KingEmperor. The ﬁ�rst results of German with local solutions. There’s no one depends on how well we address propaganda were the revolutionary move sizeﬁ�tsall approach. A solution that these issues. We can do that only if ments in Punjab and Bengal. Impatience at has succeeded in a temperate, we put people at the centre of our ac the slow progress made towards freedom by wealthy nation may not be suitable tions. If we continue to ride rough the old peaceful methods had caused the for a country like India. Our tropical shod over the people who are essen younger men in India, particularly the stu homeland is rich in biodiversity, but tial to revitalising nature, we do so dent class, to despair of those methods ever the imperatives of relentless econom only at our peril. proving successful. Their participation in re ic growth, urbanisation, deforesta volution was an act of despair, but the num tion and overpopulation place it at ber of this class associated with the purely risk more than many other places. Soumya Sarkar is Managing Editor of revolutionary movement, who wanted sepa Nothing can be achieved without IndiaClimateDialogue.net ration, was small.” CM A ND-NDE https://t.me/SSC4Exams YK https://t.me/Banking4Exams https://t.me/UPSC4Exams https://t.me/TheHindu_Zone_official EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE 12 NEWS DELHI WEDNESDAY, JULY 10, 2019 THE HINDU EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE FROM PAGE ONE Protests over Karnataka crisis disrupt Parliament 8 letters not in order, Opposition members raise slogans and walk out of the Lok Sabha; Rajya Sabha adjourned amidst the ruckus says Karnataka Speaker Special Correspondent New Delhi tion Hour to discuss the Kar nataka crisis but he was dis was disallowed by Speaker Om Birla, who said the mat House in order and is dis rupting the Lower House,” The Rajya Sabha witnessed allowing it. ter had been discussed in the he said. The Speaker said he would attend — earlier in the day, a its ﬁ�rst adjournment on “I have received two notic House on Monday with a res Earlier, Congress mem go by the book and consult delegation led by CLP leader Tuesday in the inaugural ses es for suspension of Ques ponse from Deputy Leader bers entered the Well and seniors about the Siddaramaiah and KPCC sion of the second term of tion Hour…one is from B.K. of House Rajnath Singh. raised slogans, accusing the developments. president Dinesh Gundu Narendra Modi government Hariprasad and others, and, Mr Birla said the Congress BJP of throttling democracy. “I have to make a con Rao submitted a petition to over the Karnataka political the other is from Ms. Dola had given an adjournment Mr. Chowdhury said, “The scious decision. Every step I the Speaker seeking the dis crisis. Sen (Trinamool Congress) motion to discuss the Karna politics of poaching should take will become history, so qualiﬁ�cation of 12 “rebel” le The issue rocked the Lok and others. Of the two notic taka issue, which he has be stopped. The politics of I can’t be committing a mis gislators, excluding seven Sabha also, with Congress es, one is connected with disallowed. targeting should be stopped. take. Future generations time MLA Ramalinga Reddy. MPs staging a walkout after Karnataka, I am not allowing With the Speaker refusing Today it is Karnataka and to should not look at me like The party also resurrect accusing the BJP of indulging it; but if the Members wish, I to relent, Adhir Ranjan morrow it will be Madhya an accused,” Mr. Kumar ed an old disqualiﬁ�cation in a “politics of poaching”. can allow it during Zero Chowdhury, Leader of the Pradesh.” added. case pending since Febru Wayanad MP Rahul Gandhi Hour,” Mr Naidu said. Congress in the Lok Sabha, “You (the ruling party) say Asked whether the resig ary against Ramesh Jarkiho raised slogans against the “As far as the issue men Youth Congress members protesting in Delhi over the alleged said the BJP was targeting the you have no role in (destabi nations submitted to his of li, Mahesh Kumathalli and ruling party. MPs of the DMK tioned by Ms. Sen is con bid to topple Karnataka government. SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA * Karnataka government, lising government) in Karna ﬁ�ce were acceptable, Mr. B. Nagendra against for vio also walked out. cerned, the same issue has which is on a brink of col taka. But when an MLA Kumar earlier hinted that lating a party whip. There was uproar in the been discussed in Zero Hour Ms. Sen had raised the issue the day. The House was ad lapse after the Congress, JD comes out of Raj Bhavan, the MLAs might have to per Mr. Ramesh Kumar said Upper House, with Congress on the very ﬁ�rst day of this of divestment of 42 Public journed within three mi (S) and some independent there is a car ready for him, sonally hand them over, say he would restart the dis members storming the Well Session. The same issue has Sector Units. nutes as the ruckus conti MLAs tendered their when he is at the airport, ing ‘“if everything can hap qualiﬁ�cation hearing from of the House and raising slo been discussed on the June Protests in the Rajya Sab nued. resignations. there is an aircraft ready for pen through postal July 11 (Thursday) and has gans, leading to an adjourn 21..As per the Rules, you can ha by members of the Con Hitting back, Mr Rajnath him...,” an exasperated Mr correspondence, I am not asked the Congress to pro ment for the day. Chairman not discuss the same issue gress, TMC, CPI and CPI(M) Rajnath intervenes Singh reiterated that the Kar Chowdhury said and staged required at all”. vide evidence against the M. Venkaiah Naidu said he twice in the same Session, erupted as soon as it recon The Congress had tried to nataka issue was an internal a walkout along with UPA The Speaker’s decision three. had received a notice under and, that is why, I have not vened at 2 p.m. following raise the issue in the Lok Sab matter of the Congress. “The Chairperson Sonia Gandhi, could prove a reprieve for The opposition BJP is set Rule 267 to suspend Ques allowed it,” Mr. Naidu said. two adjournments earlier in ha during the Zero Hour, but Congress cannot get its Mr. Gandhi. the beleaguered coalition to meet Governor Vajubhai partners — Congress and JD Vala on Wednesday to seek Rising healthcare costs Govt. questioned (S) — who have stepped up his intervention to end the eﬀ�orts to salvage the govern political. Meanwhile, the IN BRIEF ment by seeking disqualiﬁ� Congress plans to continue bankrupt families: Minister over mob lynchings cation of “rebel” legislators. its protest against the BJP in Soon after the Congress Bengaluru. Veteran party Legislature Party meeting — leader Ghulam Nabi Azad which 20 legislators did not will joins the protest. BSP MP Danish Ali raises issue in LS ‘Children have to stop education in some extreme cases’ Saravana Bhavan owner BINDU SHAJAN PERAPPADAN New Delhi the product basket of PMBJP is currently available,’’ said Special Correspondent NEW DELHI Kunwar Danish Ali, leader Modi thanks UAE for ‘Order of Zayed’ honour surrenders in court The Central government has admitted that 75 lakh fami the Minister. He explained that the pro of the Bahujan Samaj Party in the Lok Sabha, on Tues NEW DELHI Prime Minister Narendra Modi has thanked the United lies fall below the poverty duct basket of PMBJP now day raised the issue of mob line annually due to the ris comprises 900 medicines lynching in various parts of Arab Emirates for conferring Another coaccused Janard dered the police to take cus ing cost of health care in In and 154 surgicals and con on him the ‘Order of Zayed’ in hanan was also brought in tody of the two and lodge the country, speciﬁ�cally April, the highest honour of another ambulance. Their them in Central Prison. Ho dia. sumable items. Of this, 714 mentioning the case of Ta the nation. According to a advocates went to the IV Ad wever Rajagopal was admit Replying to a question on medicines and 53 surgicals brez Ansari who was killed press release from the ditional Sessions Court lo ted to the Intermediate Care the availability and price are now available for sale at in Jharkhand. During Zero Ministry of External Affairs, cated on the third ﬂ�oor and Unit of Government Stanley control on generic drugs PMBJP Kendras. Hour, he demanded to Mr. Modi thanked the Gulf asked Judge G. Thanendran Medical College Hospital on Mansukh L. Mandaviya, Mansukh L. Mandaviya “The purchase orders for know what the government Kunwar Danish Ali government during his to accept the surrender of Tuesday evening. Hospital MoS, Chemical and Fertiliz procurement of 24 medi was doing in terms of fram meeting with the UAE Rajagopal and Janardhanan. authorities said doctors ers said: “Annually we are that the Central government cines and 90 surgical items ing a law against mob lynch the House present, whether Foreign Minister Sheikh They said since they were were examining him as he seeing families slipping be is providing generic medi have already been issued ing. any such law is on the anvil,” Abdullah bin Zayed Al bedridden and on stretch had complaints of cardiac low the poverty line because cines under the Pradhan and these medicines/surgi Mr. Ali, a ﬁ�rstterm MP he said. There were distur Nahyan, who visited India ers, they could not bring ailments, hypertension and of the escalating costs of Mantri Bhartiya Janaushadhi cals will be available for sale from Amroha, said the inci bances during the submis from July 7 to 9. India said them to the third ﬂ�oor. diabetes. health care and medicines in Pariyojana (PMBJP) which at PMBJP Kendras in the next dents of mob lynching were sion and it was cut short. that the visit of the Foreign But the prosecution and Earlier the Supreme India. Conditions are so are normally cheaper by 50 two months. For 162 medi “an assault on democracy”. A Supreme Court Bench Minister gave an opportunity the Velachery inspector of Court refused to intervene poor that children have to 90% of average price of the cines and 11 surgical items, “Even after a clear direction headed by then Chief Justice for the two nations to police opposed this plea. in a plea by Rajagopal, seek stop their education in some top three brands. no bids were received in the from the Supreme Court in Dipak Misra said “people “constructively build on the They wanted the court to re ing a direction to the State of extreme cases. It is vital that “A total 5,028 PMBJP Ken last two tenders. Floating 2018 that there should be a must realise that mob vio vision of comprehensive ject surrender petitions and Tamil Nadu to admit him in this fall is netted dras have been opened tenders for required medi law against mob lynching, I lence and taking of law into strategic partnership”. to issue warrants straighta any of three Chennai hospi immediately.’’ across the country, where cines is an ongoing process,” want to ask the government, their hands will invite the way. The inspector told the tals of his choice for medical He informed the House 714 of the 900 medicines in he said. with the Deputy Leader of wrath of the law.” 2019 polls were most court that when a police of treatment “during the pe unfair: Trinamool NEW DELHI ﬁ�cer visited Rajagopal re riod of his duress.” Terming the recent Lok Sabha cently, he was sitting in a chair. After a brief argu ment, the Judge ordered “If he was so ill, why did he not choose to indicate it during the hearing of his ap ‘Farmer suicides went up 26 appeals in SC against grant polls the most “unfair” and “unconstitutional” in the them brought to the court. Rajagopal alighted from peal,” Justice N.V. Ramana asked senior advocate Kapil after 2008 loan waiver’ of disability pension: Rajnath country’s history, the Trinamool Congress on Tuesday said the issue of the ambulance. Seven staﬀ� Sibal, who appeared for Ra electoral reforms raised by it ers carried him on a stretch jagopal, on Tuesday. Agriculture Minister blames UPA in Parliament was significant er on the narrow staircases “You ask the authorities because people were dealing to the third ﬂ�oor. When the concerned... No adjourn BINDU SHAJAN PERAPPADAN Defence Ministry criticised for litigation against soldiers with the “world’s most New Delhi court staﬀ� asked his name ments from now,” Justice corrupt party”. The and about identiﬁ�cation Mohan M. Shantanagoudar, Suicides by farmers went up Special Correspondent Opposition has sought marks, he responded. on the Bench, observed after the United Progressive NEW DELHI sweeping electoral reforms, Judge Thanendran or orally. Alliance government’s There are 26 appeals pend including a collegium for ₹�70,000crore loan waiver ing in the Supreme Court appointing the Election announcement in 2008, Mi against the grant of disability Commissioner and the SC to consider refugee nister of State for Agricul ture Parshottam Rupala said on Tuesday in the Lok pension, the government in formed the Parliament on Tuesday. reintroduction of paper ballot. Trinamool MP Derek O’Brien said, “The polls were status for illegal migrants Sabha. He also said that, accord Parshottam Rupala The Ministry of Defence withdrew 60 civil appeals in run by an unfair and unjust Election Commission.” PTI ing to an audit, people who what course should be the apex court last year. The petitions, ﬁ�led in the determine a refugee. were not farmers were also adopted for this purpose. “As tweeted on February Budget has failed in its Supreme Court, submitted Senior advocate Colin given waivers under the Mr. Tomar said that agri 20, 2019, regarding withdra purpose, says DMK’s Raja that the 40,000odd Rohin Gonsalves, for the petition scheme. culture being a State sub wal of 60 civil appeals ﬁ�led NEW DELHI gya were registered and re ers, said the UNHCR con To a question on whether ject, the States undertook by the Government of India At risk: Soldiers are vulnerable to injuries during war and Stating that the Union Budget cognised by the UNHCR in ducted intensive question the Supreme Court had sug the development of per in the Supreme Court, all regular operational service. FILE PHOTO * has failed in its purpose, DMK 2016 and granted refugee ing of the immigrants to gested that the government spective plans and ensured these civil appeals have been member A. Raja told the Lok identity cards. determine whether they bring out a national policy eﬀ�ective implementation of processed for withdrawal he added. Mr. Singh replied against the existing govern Sabha on Tuesday, “For the The pleas said their de had ﬂ�ed persecution or if to control farmers’ suicides, programmes and schemes. from the Supreme Court,” in the negative to a question ment policies/rules and in first time, the Budget speech does not disclose total portation would violate In they had crossed across for Agriculture Minister Naren The Union government Defence Minister Rajnath on whether the government volve huge ﬁ�nancial implica revenue, total expenditure. I dia’s commitment to inter sheer economic interests. If dra Singh Tomar said the supplemented their eﬀ�orts, Singh said in a written reply was considering all appeals tions, he said. He added, “In am not really able to respect national conventions that the former, they were grant court, in its order on July 6, he said. It had been reo to questions from MP Rajeev ﬁ�led against grant of disabil cases where Supreme Court the Budget.” He also recognise the ‘Principle of ed refugee status. 2017, stated that an issue like rienting the agriculture sec Chandrasekhar on Monday. ity beneﬁ�ts against soldiers. has settled the law, no civil questioned the government NonRefoulement’. This “Sixty to seventy per cent this could not be dealt with tor by focussing on an in He was referring to the The Ministry of Defence appeal is generally ﬁ�led in on slowdown in growth and principle of customary in of Rohingya have got to be overnight, and it was justi comecentric approach as tweet by former Defence Mi ﬁ�les civil appeals in the Su the Apex Court.” The De rising unemployment and said ternational law prohibits the refugees,” Mr. Gonsalves ﬁ�ed for the Attorney Gener against the earlier produc nister Nirmala Sitharaman, preme Court against the or fence Ministry has often that despite India’s agrarian- deportation of refugees to a submitted. The UNHRC re al to seek time to work out tioncentric policy. This fo who had said several pend ders of Armed Forces Tribu faced criticism for spending oriented economy, the BJP country where they face a port of 2016 on rights viola schemes appropriately. cused on reducing the cost ing appeals would be with nals (AFTs) in consultation money on lawyers to appeal government relied on foreign threat to their lives. tions and abuses against The court also stated that of cultivation and providing drawn by the Ministry. Of with LA (Defence) and Minis against soldiers who ap investment and believed that During the hearing, Jus Rohingya Muslims and oth it would be for the Centre to remunerative prices for pro the 60 civil appeals, 17 are try of Law and Justice, in cas proached AFTs for disability the real wealth creators were tice Aniruddha Bose, on the er minorities in Myanmar determine whether and duce, he said. related to disability pension, es where orders of AFTs are beneﬁ�ts or pension. corporate firms. Bench, asked if there were had noted successive pat any formal guidelines, legal terns of serious rights viola norms or policy decisions to tions. ‘Rahul must put formal process in place’ Congress MPs told to CPCB pulls up 52 ﬁ�rms Congress veteran questions credibility of informal panel to select new chief improve ﬂ�oor strategy over handling waste Special Correspondent New Delhi that while some oﬃ�cebear ers had resigned, many oth there was a formal composi tion, it would be more credi Sobhana K. Nair New Delhi maintain an aggressive stance on the issue,” a Con The continuing uncertainty ers continued in their posts. ble,” said Mr. Dwivedi, who Outgoing Congress presi gress MP said. According to CPCB esti any number on its relative over choosing the next Con Mr. Dwivedi, who has was removed as CWC mem dent Rahul Gandhi and UPA Sources said the meeting mates in 2015, Indian cities contribution. However like gress president prompted a been an oﬃ�cebearer for al ber when Mr. Gandhi took chairperson Sonia Gandhi was called after confusion generate about 15,000 the companies, States too couple of party veterans to most four decades and han over as party chief in Decem in a 40minutelong meeting prevailed in the Lok Sabha tonnes of plastic waste per have come in the CPCB’s ﬁ�r speak out on Tuesday. dled the party’s organisa ber 2017. with the Congress Parlia with key UPA ally DMK and day and about 70% of the ing line. Former Congress general tional matters, said the Mr. Ashwani Kumar said, mentary Party on Tuesday the Congress raising two dif plastic produced in the The National Green Tri secretary Janardan Dwivedi Janardan Dwivedi credibility of a panel holding “It does not matter whether told the party’s MPs that ferent issues in the House country ends up as waste. bunal earlier this year questioned the credibility of informal discussions on the president is young or a they should not let the Trea on Monday. The Congress Nearly 40% of the plastic hauled up 25 States and Un the process of shortlisting out ‘intrigue and choosing the new chief veteran. What matters is the sury Benches dominate the Parliamentary Party is keen waste is neither collected ion Territories for not fol the possible contenders and manipulation’. would have been better if it leader’s ability to catch the debate on national security. on a better ﬂ�oor strategy nor recycled and ends up lowing its orders on submit asked Rahul Gandhi, who In an informal interaction was formally set up. imagination of the people “On the pretext of nation and a more robust commu polluting the land and ting a plan by April 30, 2019, has quit as party chief, to set with journalists, Mr. Dwivedi “There was a gap as Ra around a refreshing narra al security, the BJP govern nication mechanism with its water. on how they would comply up a formal mechanism, and lauded Mr. Gandhi’s decision hulji should have set up a pa tive of national renewal. For ment is trying to bring in allies. Plastic packaging has with the Plastic Waste Man former Law Minister Ashwa to step down and called it nel of leaders.” this, it is necessary to en many legislations through It was also decided that been singled out as one of agement Rules of 2016. They ni Kumar said the process ideal. Every Congress leader “What kind of a commit courage a culture of mea the backdoor. Both Rahulji the Congress Parliamentary the key contributors to plas stand to potentially pay a should involve the widest should follow it, he said. tee is this where A.K. Antony ningful debate and delibera and Soniaji told us to watch Party will now meet every tic waste though there isn’t ﬁ�ne of ₹�1 crore. possible consultation with He expressed surprise had not participated? If tion at all levels.” out for such Bills and to morning. CM A ND-NDE https://t.me/SSC4Exams YK https://t.me/Banking4Exams https://t.me/UPSC4Exams https://t.me/TheHindu_Zone_official EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE THE HINDU WEDNESDAY, JULY 10, 2019 DELHI NEWS 13 EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE IN BRIEF ‘Inﬁ�ltration down ‘UN report backs India’s stand SC deadline on judicial after Balakot strike’ vacancies Govt. claims a 43% dip after Feb. 26 on Pak.based militant groups’ Legal Correspondent NEW DELHI Bengal Congress chief Special Correspondent Human rights activists urge New Delhi not to reject ﬁ�ndings entirely The Supreme Court on New Delhi Tuesday gave a deadline of Somen Mitra quits KOLKATA The security situation in Suhasini Haidar groups, for example. The re 20 days for the States, Un West Bengal Pradesh Jammu and Kashmir has NEW DELHI port also remarks that Kash ion Territories and respec Congress Committee witnessed an improvement While India has rejected the miri groups have been tive High Courts to provide (WBPCC) president Somen and the net inﬁ�ltration from ‘Update’ of the UN Oﬃ�ce of charged with sedition and it information on the status Mitra resigned on Tuesday, across the border has re the High Commissioner for arrested in both Pakistan oc of ﬁ�lling up of judicial va accepting moral duced by 43% after the Fe Human Rights (OHCHR) re cupied Kashmir (PoK) and Is cancies in the district and responsibility for the party's bruary 26 last air strike on a port on Jammu and Kashmir, lamabad,” pointed out peace subordinate judicial servic debacle in the State in terror camp at Balakot in Pa human rights activists have activist Sushobha Barve, es across the country. recently concluded Lok Sabha kistan, Union Minister of pointed out that it includes who works in Jammu and “Regarding the issue of polls. Mr. Mitra was State for Home Nityanand Soldiers near the Line of several unprecedented refe Kashmir as a part of the ﬁ�lling up of the vacancies appointed WBPCC chief in Rai told the Lok Sabha on Control in Poonch. PTI * rences to rights violations Centre for Dialogue and Re in diﬀ�erent cadres of the September 2018. Tuesday. and constitutional changes conciliation. district and subordinate Mr. Rai's remarks came in multitiered deployment undertaken by Pakistani abuses [as well]. Often has accused India of. “We The OHCHR report re judicial services of the Security breach at response to a written ques along the International Bor authorities and militant upholding rights is the ﬁ�rst are only concerned with leased on July 8, that cata States and Union Territo Ministry of Housing tion on whether crossbor der and the Line of Control groups, that actually support step towards ending the cy those baseless allegations logued alleged violations on ries, the concerned author NEW DELHI The Union Ministry of der inﬁ�ltration in the State (LoC), border fencing, im India’s narrative. cle of violence,” said Human that pertain to us,” an oﬃ�cial both sides of the Line of Con ity of the State Govern Housing and Urban Affairs has has abated after Balakot. proved intelligence and op Urging India not to reject Rights Watch South Asia Di said, declining to comment trol and International boun ments/Union Territories detected a “compromise” of “The security situation in erational coordination, and the ‘Update’ in its entirety, rector Meenakshi Ganguly. on the other references to dary in Jammu and Kashmir and also the Registrar Gen security information and the State has witnessed an proactive action against the activists have urged it to She added that the go Pakistan. from 20182019, said that erals of the jurisdictional asked all officials to follow improvement in the ﬁ�rst inﬁ�ltrators. “engage” with the OHCHR’s vernment’s “knee jerk de Other activists point out JaisheMohammad, Hizbul High Courts shall inform the cybersecurity rules laid half of this year over the cor Minister of State for ﬁ�ndings released on nial” of all the UN ﬁ�ndings that the OHCHR report in Mujahideen and Lashkare the Secretary General of down by the Ministry of responding period of 2018. Home G Kishan Reddy told Monday. ran counter to the fact that cludes certain new referenc Taiba had all been “accused this court the position with Electronics and Information Net inﬁ�ltration has reduced the House separately that oﬃ�cial Indian inquiries es to human rights violations of recruiting and deploying regard to ﬁ�lling up of the Technology. In an internal by 43 %,” he said. “terrorist initiated incidents ‘Take ﬁ�rst step’ “have ﬂ�agged violations and by militant groups that child soldiers in IndianAd vacancies in the judicial memorandum issued on June The Central government [in J&K] saw a decline of “The govt should engage made recommendations si should be welcomed by New ministered Kashmir”. It also service(s) in each State,” a 25, the Ministry said that has adopted a policy of zero 28%, net inﬁ�ltration re with this process to acknow milar to those by OHCHR.” Delhi. mentioned strictures passed Bench led by Chief Justice “some malware and tolerance towards crossbor duced by 43% and local re ledge the violations, take The MEA maintains that “It is important to note, by the Financial Action Task of India Ranjan Gogoi or vulnerable issues” had been der inﬁ�ltration. It’s multi cruitment declined by 40% steps towards accountabili its objections to the OHCHR that for the ﬁ�rst time, the UN Force (FATF) against Pakis dered. noticed in which “security of pronged approach to con and neutralization of terro ty, and call for Pakistan to report are based on human is taking note of child sol tan for not curbing terror ﬁ� The next hearing is sche information appeared to be tain inﬁ�ltration includes rists has increased by 22%.” ensure an end to militant rights violations the report diers being used by militant nancing by these groups. duled for July 30. compromised”. Journalist shot at in Shahjahanpur SHAHJAHANPUR (U.P.) A television journalist was injured after he was shot at 88 manual scavenging deaths in 3 years Kartarpur corridor to be Ayodhya: SC agrees by three persons here, police said on Tuesday. Ankit Sharma was shot at on Monday and T.N., Gujarat lead list; toll could be higher as many States do not report incidents fasttracked to hear petition admitted to a hospital, Superintendent of Police Damini Nath New Delhi Kallol Bhattacherjee NEW DELHI Mediation process not moving: plea (City) Dinesh Tripathi said. The number of deaths of India on Tuesday asserted Krishnadas Rajagopal The police suspect personal sanitation workers while that the construction work NEW DELHI enmity behind the incident. cleaning septic tanks and on the Kartarpur corridor, The Supreme Court on Panel set up to review sewers has risen, despite a which will allow its pil Tuesday agreed to examine W.B. textbooks’ content ban on manual scavenging, grims to access the famed a plea of a claimant to the KOLKATA with 620 cases reported Gurdwara Darbar Sahib in disputed Ramjanmabhoo Amid a controversy over since 1993, of which 88 oc Pakistan, will be complet miBabri Masjid land that history textbook in State-run curred in the past three ed expeditiously. the mediation proceedings schools describing a section years, according to the So Giving a detailed de triggered by the court to of the freedom fighters as cial Justice and Empower scription of the work un heal hearts and minds is “extremists”, the West Bengal ment Ministry. To a question der way, sources said a pas making no headway. government on Tuesday by MPs Asaduddin Owaisi senger terminal building, a In an urgent mentioning The petioner asked the court announced formation of a and Syed Imtiaz Jaleel on to list the Ayodhya appeals fourlane highway and oth before a Bench led by Chief committee to review the Tuesday, Social Justice and for hearing “at the earliest.” er amenities were being Justice of India (CJI) Ranjan contents of such books. Empowerment Minister of built at a fast pace. The res Gogoi, the claimant asked Headed by educationist Jiban State Ramdas Athawale told ponse came after The Tri- the court to instead list the conducted by an apex court Mukhopadhyay, the the Lok Sabha that compen bune newspaper carried a Ayodhya appeals for hear appointed panel of media “textbook review committee” comprises headmasters and sation had been given in 445 report suggesting that In ing “at the earliest.” tors, including former top senior school teachers, cases, partial settlement in dia was lagging behind, The application was court judge, Justice F.M.I. Education Minister Partha 58 cases, while 117 cases when Pakistan had com made by Rajendra Singh, Kalifulla, as Chairman; spiri Chatterjee said in the were pending. pleted 70% of the work. survivor of Gopal Singh tual leader Sri Sri Ravi Shan Assembly. In 445 cases the full “A fourlane highway Visharad who ﬁ�rst ap kar and senior advocate Sri amount had been paid, connecting zero point of proached the court in 1950 ram Panchu, a pioneer in Tribal girl raped inside while partial compensation the Kartarpur corridor up for a declaration that “he is alternative dispute resolu bus in Puri had been given in 58 cases, to National Highway 354 is entitled to oﬀ�er worship tion mechanisms in the PURI the reply said. Of the 15 14, compensation was pend datory for States to report amend it as of now. On the being constructed by the without any obstruction ac country. A teenaged tribal girl was States and Union Territories ing in 52 cases. such cases. In response, the data of 15 States and Union National Highways Author cording to the rites and te “Despite initial reluc allegedly raped inside a that submitted details to the The MPs had questioned Minister said the Act had laid Territories, a senior oﬃ�cial ity of India. Nearly 45% of nets of his religion at the tance, the applicant herein stationary bus in Puri, a senior Ministry, Tamil Nadu had the the government over wheth down a mechanism of moni said “some States had not re the work has been com birthplace of Lord Shri Ram wholeheartedly participat police officer said on Tuesday. highest number of sewer er it planned on amending toring its implementation ported and some had report pleted. The road is sche Chandra.s” Visharad had al ed in the mediation pro The 15-year-old girl, a deaths with 144 cases, fol the Prohibition of Employ through vigilance commit ed nil”, leading to the possi duled to be completed by so sought a “permanent ceedings conducted by the resident of Keonjhar district, lowed by Gujarat with 131. Of ment as Manual Scavengers tees and monitoring com bility of the actual deaths September 2019, 30,” said prohibitory injunction three eminent persons ap was rescued after locals the 88 cases reported in and their Rehabilitation Act, mittees at diﬀ�erent levels, so from manual scavenging be a source. against the removal of the pointed by the court. Ho spotted her crying near a 2017, 2018 and 2019, till June 2013 in order to make it man there was “no proposal” to ing higher. The facilities on both idols of Lord Ram situated wever, in the three meetings temple here, the Puri SP said. sides of the international at the place of birth.” participated during ﬁ�ve border could be ready by Appearing for him, se months, neither any con Honour Mahatma Gandhi with village walks, Modi tells MPs the time celebrations begin in November in Kartarpur on the 550th birth anniver nior advocate P.S. Narasim ha claimed that “not much progress” had been made in crete proposal has come from anyone nor any head way is likely to be made,” sary of Guru Nanak Dev. the mediation proceedings the application said. Seek feedback on during the period starting from October 2, the birth an groups should be formed in each constituency which will government, PM niversary of Mahatma Gand cover 150 kms and the party advises cadre hi, to October 31, the birth anniversary of Sardar Val MPs will be part of these groups. The idea is to reach Special Correspondent labhbhai Patel,” Minister for out to the public and seek NEW delhi Parliamentary Aﬀ�airs Pral their feedback on the go BJP MPs on Tuesday were had Joshi said after the vernment’s work and their asked by Prime Minister Na meeting. expectations from us,” he rendra Modi to undertake a Sharing details of the pro said. padayatra (walking tour) of posed programme, Minister their constituencies between The Prime Minister told MPs that 150 groups should be of State for Parliamentary Af Gandhian thought October 2 and 31, the birth formed in each constituency for the walk. PTI * fairs Arjun Ram Meghwal Mr. Meghwal said the Prime anniversaries of Mahatma said Mr. Modi underlined Minister underlined that Ma Gandhi and Sardar Vallabhb Modi also asked Rajya Sabha “Prime Minister Modi told that these padayatras hatma Gandhi and villages hai Patel respectively. members to visit constituen MPs that everyone should should focus on villages and will be the focus and MPs Addressing a BJP parlia cies where the party’s organ carry out a 150km padaya- reaching out to public. should discuss Gandhian mentary party meeting, Mr. isation was weak. tra in their constituencies “Modiji told MPs that 150 thoughts with the people. NC refreshes its focus for State elections special correspondent Speaking to The Hin- Srinagar du, Mr. Sadiq said the J&K’s main regional party, party has renewed its fo the National Conference, cus on “uniting and de has decided to reframe its feating all the forces narrative for its cadre and which want to divide voters, reﬂ�ecting a har Muslims and Kashmiris” dened stand on the polit in the State. ics of identity and region Top NC leaders said al aspirations ahead of that the Centre was the Assembly polls. “pushing regional parties NC leader Tanvir Sa to the wall” and squeez diq, who is also political ing “spaces to express as adviser of the party vice pirations of the Muslims”. president Omar Abdul “From governance issues, lah, on Sunday stressed we are pushed to focus on on its workers at Srina the identity politics now gar’s Zadibal “to focus on onwards,” said another the discourse bordering NC leader on condition of the Muslim identity of anonymity. The State is J&K and the discrimina headed for Assembly tion meted out to locals polls either later this year by the Centre”. or earlier next year. CM https://t.me/SSC4Exams YK https://t.me/Banking4Exams https://t.me/UPSC4Exams https://t.me/TheHindu_Zone_official EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE 14 WORLD DELHI WEDNESDAY, JULY 10, 2019 THE HINDU EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE Trump calls U.K. envoy ‘very stupid’ Taliban, Afghan negotiators President says the U.S. govt. will no longer deal with Ambassador Kim Darroch, who termed him ‘inept’ agree on road map for peace Sriram Lakshman “I told @theresa_may how Washington told The Hindu. Washington to do that deal, but she went The incident is especially Both sides support reducing civilian casualties to zero A diplomatic kerfuﬄ�e bet her own foolish way — was signiﬁ�cant given the U.S.’s al ween the U.S. and the U.K. unable to get it done. A disas liance with the U.K., one of Mujib Mashal line for the withdrawal of its over the weekend looked like ter! I don’t know the Ambas its key allies, is often de Doha troops from Afghanistan. it was turning into a full sador but have been told he scribed as a “special relation The Taliban and Afghan re U.S. negotiators are in the blown standoﬀ� by Tuesday is a pompous fool. Tell him ship.” “This diplomatic inci presentatives, including middle of the seventh round after President Donald the USA now has the best dent is also indicative of a some government oﬃ�cials, of talks with the Taliban over Trump criticised British Economy & Military anywh sense of disarray and a reca agreed on Tuesday to a basic the withdrawal of troops in Prime Minister Theresa May, ere in the World, by far...”. libration of the foreign policy road map for negotiating the return for a commitment welcoming her imminent de The leaks are being seen situation between the U.S. country’s political future, a from the insurgents that Af parture from Downing Creating a stir: British Ambassador to the U.S. Kim Darroch. * AP as a way to get Mr. Darroch and its allies. That the British major step that could help ghan soil would not again be Street, and saying he would out of Washington and re Ambassador could send such propel peace eﬀ�orts to end used to launch terrorist at “no longer deal” with the last month, it was the Queen “full faith” in Mr. Darroch place him with someone a damning report…,” the the long war, now in its 18th tacks against the U.S. and its British Ambassador to the who I was most impressed but did not share his views of who is a strong Brexit source added. year. allies. Those talks, also held U.S., Kim Darroch. with!” Mr. Trump tweeted Mr. Trump. The British Fo supporter. In a joint declaration after Zalmay Khalilzad, the U.S. in Doha, paused for the two Mr. Trump’s comments on Monday afternoon, say reign Oﬃ�ce had said the Brit Mr. Trump has also re Disrespectful, says Hunt two days of unprecedented special envoy leading the days of the “intraAfghan come after The Mail on Sun- ing Ms. May had not followed ish public expected “honest, peatedly expressed his sup British Foreign Secretary Je and often emotional discus talks with the Taliban. AP * dialogue,” and are expected day published the contents his advice on how to navigate unvarnished” assessments port for the U.K.’s departure remy Hunt, a former ‘Re sions in the Qatari capital, to resume on Tuesday. of leaked diplomatic cables Brexit. from its diplomats. The Brit from the EU. While Mr. Dar mainer’ who is competing Doha, the two sides empha escalate the violence in Af In a sign that U.S. oﬃ�cials in which Mr. Darroch had Mr. Trump’s reaction to ish government has roch has Ms. May’s backing, with hardline Brexiter Boris sised a need to work for re ghanistan, it does help push saw progress on the Afghan been critical of the Trump the leaked cables escalated launched an investigation in it is highly likely that his fu Johnson to succeed Theresa ducing “civilian casualties to forward a peace process bet Taliban discussions as cru administration and called over the course of the Sun to the leaks. ture in Washington is over, May, called out Mr. Trump zero” and assuring women ween U.S. diplomats and the cial to moving all the pieces Mr. Trump “inept” and dayTuesday period. From “The wacky Ambassador with Ms. May serving as care for being disrespectful to Ms. their fundamental rights in Taliban that has been mak of a comprehensive peace “insecure”. saying, on Sunday, that Mr. that the U.K. foisted upon taker Prime Minister and May and said he would let “political, social, economic, ing strides in negotiations, deal forward, Zalmay Khalil “I do not know the Am Darroch had not served the the United States is not so due to depart Downing Mr. Darroch continue as Am educational, cultural but which has been strug zad, the U.S. special envoy bassador, but he is not liked U.K. well and that “we’re not meone we are thrilled with, a Street when her successor bassador, if he becomes Bri aﬀ�airs”. gling to overcome the Tali leading the negotiations or well thought of within the big fans of that man”, Mr. very stupid guy. He should has been named. tain’s next Prime Minister. The declaration is not ban’s refusal to meet with Af with the Taliban, was a regu U.S. We will no longer deal Trump had taken to Twitter speak to his country, and “There is always a pur “…these comments are binding, and at best is a ghan government oﬃ�cials. lar presence on the margins with him. The good news for on Tuesday morning, calling Prime Minister May, about pose behind such leaks. In disrespectful and wrong to starting point for when the of the intraAfghan discus the wonderful United King Mr. Darroch “very stupid”. their failed Brexit negotia this case, the British Ambas our Prime Minister and my two sides meet later for ne Timeline for pullout sions. He attended both the dom is that they will soon He also described Ms. May’s tion, and not be upset with sador’s career in Washington country. Your diplomats give gotiations that could lead to The Taliban has said direct opening and closing ses have a new Prime Minister. Brexit deal negotiations my criticism of how badly it is essentially over…he seems their private opinions to ﬁ�xed terms. negotiations with the Af sions and appeared to chat While I thoroughly enjoyed (with the EU) as “foolish”. was handled,” Mr. Trump to have been done in,” a @SecPompeoand so do But even if the declaration ghans would start only after with participants during the magniﬁ�cent State Visit Ms. May had said she had wrote on Tuesday. highly placed source in ours!” he wrote on Twitter. might not immediately de the U.S. announces a time some of the breaks. NY TIMES ‘Indian tariﬀ�s not acceptable’ Pakistan economy Taiwan set to get U.S. weapons needs bold reforms: IMF It has long had a ﬁ�eld day putting tariﬀ�s on U.S. items: Trump China urges Washington to revoke $2.2 billion arms sale Press Trust of India and Acting Chair of the IMF Press Trust of India ly high” duties on U.S. their Commerce Ministers to Washington Executive Board, said. Reuters Washington and Beijing are could also include mounted Washington products. sort out the issues. Pakistan’s economy is at a A decisive ﬁ�scal consoli Washington seeking to resolve a bitter machine guns, ammunition, U.S. President Donald “India has long had a ﬁ�eld Later this week, U.S. Com “critical juncture” where it dation is key to reducing the The U.S. State Department trade war. Hercules armoured vehicles Trump on Tuesday day putting Tariﬀ�s on Amer merce Secretary Wilbur needs an ambitious and large public debt and build has approved the possible The Pentagon’s Defense for recovering inoperative launched a fresh attack on ican products. No longer ac Ross and Energy Secretary bold set of reforms, the IMF ing resilience, and the adop sale to Taiwan of M1A2T Security Cooperation Agen tanks, heavy equipment India for imposing tariﬀ�s on ceptable!” Mr. Trump tweet Rick Perry are scheduled to has said, days after the glo tion of the ﬁ�scal year 2020 Abrams tanks, Stinger mis cy said in a statement the transporters and related American products and said ed on Tuesday. address a major India cen bal lender agreed to give a budget is an important in siles and related equipment sale of the weapons request support. it was “no longer accepta Trump’s terse comment tric conference in $6 billion bailout package to itial step, Mr. Lipton said. at an estimated value of $2.2 ed by Taiwan, including 108 The U.S. has no formal ble”, days after he held talks within a fortnight after his Washington. the cashstrapped country. Achieving the ﬁ�scal objec billion, the Pentagon said on General Dynamics Corp ties with the selfruled and with Prime Minister Naren meeting with Prime Minister India has raised tariﬀ�s on “Pakistan is facing signiﬁ� tives will require a multi Monday, despite Chinese M1A2T Abrams tanks and democratic Taiwan but is dra Modi and agreed to sort Modi on the sidelines of the 28 items, including almond, cant economic challenges year revenue mobilisation criticism of the deal. 250 Stinger missiles, would bound by law to help pro out the traderelated issues. G20 Summit in Osaka on pulses and walnut, exported on the back of large ﬁ�scal strategy to broaden the tax China’s Foreign Ministry not alter the basic military vide it with the means to de Mr. Trump, championing June 28 where the two lead from the U.S. in retaliation to and ﬁ�nancial needs and base and raise tax revenue expressed anger about the balance in the region. fend itself. The United States his ‘America First’ policy, ers aired their concerns over America’s withdrawal of pre weak and unbalanced in a wellbalanced and sale and urged the United DSCA notiﬁ�ed Congress is the main arms supplier to has been a vocal critic of In the bilateral trade disputes ferential access for Indian growth,” David Lipton, First equitable manner, he States to revoke it. The tim on Monday of the possible Taiwan, which China deems dia for levying “tremendous and agreed for a meeting of products. Deputy Managing Director added. ing is especially sensitive as arms sale, which it said a wayward province. Hong Kong leader says bill is Billionaire Democrat dead, but protesters unmoved joins 2020 race A lie, say activists; agreeing to meet student Agence France-Presse protesters and adding that Washington threaten more she recognised the swirling Billionaire environmental mass rallies economic, political and so activist Tom Steyer is join cial challenges facing the ci ing the race for the Demo Agence France-Presse ty. “I come to the conclusion cratic presidential nomina Hong Kong that there are some funda tion, reversing his decision Hong Kong’s embattled pro mental and deepseated pro to focus instead on press Beijing leader on Tuesday blems in Hong Kong socie ing the case to impeach in said a China extradition bill ty,” she said. cumbent Donald Trump. that sparked unprecedented Carrie Lam Ms. Lam has been under “My name’s Tom Steyer political unrest “is dead” — pressure to appoint an inde and I’m running for Presi but protesters immediately Ms. Lam’s words about pendent judge as head of a dent,” the 62yearold dismissed her comments, the bill are “another ridicu public commission of inqui former hedge fund manag threatening more mass lous lie” tweeted leading de ry into the police response er said on Tuesday. De rallies. mocracy activist Joshua to the protests. But she re nouncing a “rigged sys Chief Executive Carrie Wong, who was recently re jected those calls again on tem” that beneﬁ�ts Lam admitted that her admi leased from jail for his role in Tuesday, backing an existing Americans at the top, Mr. nistration’s attempt to intro protests in 2014. “The bill police complaints body to Steyer said his campaign duce the bill, which would still exists in the ‘legislative investigate claims of exces was “trying to make de have allowed extraditions to programme’ until July next sive force. mocracy work by pushing mainland China, was a year.” Meanwhile, Beijing has power down to the “complete failure”, saying The Civil Human Rights thrown its full support be people.” that her government would Front — which has organised hind Ms. Lam, calling on the Mr. Steyer’s announce not seek to reactivate it in some of the mass rallies — police to pursue anyone in ment makes him the 24th Parliament. “There is no said it would announce fresh volved in the Parliament candidate pursuing the De such plan. The bill is dead,” protests in coming days. storming and other clashes. mocratic 2020 presidential Ms. Lam said. “The Central government nomination, a sprawling But she once again re ‘Deepseated problems’ expressed support, respect ﬁ�eld that includes heavy fused to buckle to demands With calls mounting for her and understanding,” Fo weights like former U.S. to completely withdraw the resignation, Ms. Lam has reign Ministry spokesman VicePresident Joe Biden bill from the legislative agen made few public appearanc Geng Shuang told reporters and Senators Bernie San da, provoking outcry from es in recent weeks. But on in Beijing when asked about ders, Elizabeth Warren and the antigovernment camp. Tuesday she resurfaced, Ms. Lam’s latest statement. Kamala Harris. IN BRIEF ‘Trump can’t block Twitter critics’ Agence France-Presse cause they expressed views Washington with which the oﬃ�cial dis A federal appeals court agrees,” the judges wrote in ruled on Tuesday that U.S. a 29page opinion. President Donald Trump The ruling comes in res cannot legally block users ponse to a lawsuit ﬁ�led by a Perot, billionaire who on Twitter based on their group of Twitter users and sought presidency, dead WASHINGTON political diﬀ�erences with the Knight First Amendment Ross Perot, the self-made him, aﬃ�rming a lower court Institute at Columbia Univer billionaire and computer decision. sity, alleging that Mr. Trump industry giant whose two The threejudge panel Donald Trump improperly blocked com runs for president as an agreed with last year’s ruling ments from his political op outsider shook up American by a federal judge that Mr. ﬁ�rmed that Mr. Trump had ponents. Plaintiﬀ�s, including politics, died on Tuesday at Trump was using “view eﬀ�ectively created a public a University of Maryland 89, his family said. AFP point discrimination” in vio forum for oﬃ�cial White professor, a Texas police of lation of the constitutional House business. ﬁ�cer and a New York comic, U.K. MPs vote to extend abortion in N. Ireland rights of people with oppos said they were blocked from LONDON ing views. ‘Oﬃ�cial purposes’ the @realDonaldTrump ac Britain's House of Commons The Second Circuit Ap “The First Amendment does count after posting tweets voted on Tuesday to extend peals Court sidestepped the not permit a public oﬃ�cial critical of his policies. same-sex marriage and question of the President’s who utilizes a social media Mr. Trump’s legal res abortion rights to Northern free speech rights under the account for all manner of of ponse is that he is not acting Ireland, unless devolved Constitution’s First Amend ﬁ�cial purposes to exclude in his oﬃ�cial capacity when government is restored in ment on a privately owned persons from an otherwise he blocks users, but the Belfast by October 21. AFP Internet platform, but af open online dialogue be court disagreed. CM https://t.me/SSC4Exams YK https://t.me/Banking4Exams https://t.me/UPSC4Exams https://t.me/TheHindu_Zone_official EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE THE HINDU WEDNESDAY, JULY 10, 2019 DELHI BUSINESS 15 EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE market watch 09-07-2019 Sensex dddddddddddddddddddddd 38,731 ddddddddddddddd0.03 US Dollar dddddddddddddddddddd 68.51 ddddddddddddddd0.21 Gold ddddddddddddddddddddddddddd 34,870 ddddddddddddd -1.69 % CHANGE IndiGo promoter feud out in the open Brent oil ddddddddddddddddddddd 64.19 ddddddddddddd -0.81 Rakesh Gangwal writes to markets regulator SEBI, ﬂ�ags ‘unusual rights’ available to Rahul Bhatia SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT which IGE has a share. NEW DELHI < > Iask request SEBI to the ﬁ�rm to “I hadn't contemplated The war between IndiGo’s make changes to over that over the years, Mr. two promoters Rahul Bhatia Bhatia would start building NIFTY 50 the unusual rights and Rakesh Gangwal is now an ecosystem of other com PRICE CHANGE that IGE Group has Adani Ports . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 405.00. . . . . . . . . 7.20 public with the latter ap panies that would enter into Asian Paints. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1321.00. . . . . . -19.25 proaching markets regulator vote alongside of the IGE dozens of related party tran Axis Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 786.20. . . . . . . . . 3.30 SEBI against “unusual Group on the appointment sactions with IndiGo. We are Bajaj Auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2786.40. . . . . . . . . 8.60 Bajaj Finserv. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 7855.40. . . . . 262.35 rights” available to the form of directors. not against RPTs as long as Bajaj Finance . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 3603.10. . . . . 189.80 er due to paucity of indepen Mr. Gangwal underlined proper checks and balances TCS Q1 proﬁ�t rises Bharti Airtel . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 362.30. . . . . . . . . 5.90 dent directors on the Board. that while the shareholding exist and such RPTs are in BPCL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 360.10. . . . . . . . -0.75 Britannia Ind . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 2762.65. . . . . . -18.50 This, according to him, led to agreement was due to expire the best interest of the com Cipla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 548.80. . . . . . . 10.35 governance matters being in November, as per the arti pany,” Mr. Gangwal wrote. 10.8% to ₹�8,131 crore Coal India . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 229.60. . . . . . . . -2.80 Dr Reddys Lab . . . . . . . .. . . . 2598.85. . . . . . . . . 3.15 overlooked worse than in a cles of association, these The letter said that while Eicher Motors. . . . . . . . .. 19038.60. . . . . . . . . 5.70 ‘paan ki dukaan’. terms would continue to sur these terms were agreed to GAIL (India). . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 147.10. . . . . . . . -3.95 Mr. Bhatia, through his In No fair play, this: Absence of a woman independent director vive. Therefore, he was ap by both parties at the time of Grasim Ind . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 910.95. . . . . . . 22.40 on the Board is a violation, says Rakesh Gangwal. REUTERS HCL Tech. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1020.75. . . . . . -18.30 terglobe Enterprises (IGE), * proaching the SEBI to the company being listed, HDFC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2232.80. . . . . . -27.15 has 38% shareholding in In intervene. however, times, circum BFSI segment puts up a strong show HDFC Bank. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2379.15. . . . . . -30.45 terGlobe Aviation Limited, independent directors in the dated July 8 to SEBI Chair He also raised the absence stances and behaviour of Hero MotoCorp . . . . . .. . . . 2444.10. . . . . . . 63.95 Special Correspondent Hindalco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 197.90. . . . . . . . . 0.30 IndiGo’s parent company, Board may very well be the man Ajay Tyagi. of a woman independent di promoters had changed sion. We continue to invest MUMBAI Hind Unilever . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1740.25. . . . . . -13.30 while Mr. Gangwal holds 37% root of why governance mat The ‘unusual rights’ de rector on the Board as a vio since 2015. in deepening our capabili Indiabulls HFL . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 687.10. . . . . . . . -1.90 share in the company. The ters have taken such a back tailed included the right to lation of the regulations. Mr. Gangwal also rub Information technology ma ties to help our customers in ICICI Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 428.50. . . . . . . . . 2.60 IndusInd Bank . . . . . . . .. . . . 1492.10. . . . . . . 15.60 airline enjoys nearly 50% seat at IndiGo. I request SEBI appoint three out of six di At the heart of the conﬂ�ict bished remarks made by the jor Tata Consultancy Servic their transformation jour Bharti Infratel . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 260.70. . . . . . . . -1.80 market share among all air to look into and, if thought rectors of IndiGo, the ma is also the businesses carried airline’s CEO Ronojoy Dutta es (TCS) kickedoﬀ� the earn neys.” The board has recom Infosys . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 715.50. . . . . . . . -2.10 lines in the country. ﬁ�t, ask the company to make naging director, the CEO, the out between IndiGo’s parent in a television interview that ings season by reporting a mended a dividend of ₹�5 per Indian OilCorp . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 151.40. . . . . . . . . 7.35 ITC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 273.10. . . . . . . . -4.35 “The unusual rights avail necessary changes to the un president and chairman of company and Mr. Bhatia’s these were administrative is 10.8% growth in its ﬁ�rst share. JSW Steel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 262.35. . . . . . . . . 0.10 able to the IGE Group in con usual controlling rights avail the board, and a voting ar IGE, such as in provision of sues, and said these were in quarter net proﬁ�t to ₹�8,131 N. Ganapathy Subrama Kotak Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1462.85. . . . . . -12.45 junction with the lack of di able to the IGE Group,” Mr. rangement that requires Mr. hotel accommodation for fact “troubling credibility is crore for the June quarter niam, chief operating oﬃ�cer L&T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1526.60. . . . . . . 36.25 M&M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 632.70. . . . . . . . -3.15 versity and paucity of Gangwal urged in his letter Gangwal and his aﬃ�liates to crew at Novotel hotels, in sues”. on the back of a strong per and executive director, said: Maruti Suzuki . . . . . . . . .. . . . 5945.45. . . . . . -93.25 formance in its banking, ﬁ� “We continue to execute NTPC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 129.55. . . . . . . . -0.05 nancial services and insu well and delivered some sig ONGC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 153.40. . . . . . . . . 1.00 India has IRDAI for changes to TPA health norms PowerGrid Corp . . . . .. . . . . . 204.75. . . . . . . . . 3.50 rance (BFSI) segment. niﬁ�cant transformation pro Reliance Ind . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1280.10. . . . . . . 28.05 The rise in proﬁ�t came in grammes to our customers State Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 359.50. . . . . . . . . 4.20 Sun Pharma . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 386.40. . . . . . . 19.60 Tata Motors . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 155.80. . . . . . . . . 1.25 stricter on a 11.4% growth in reve nue to ₹�38,172 crore. during the quarter. Our plat forms for the ﬁ�nancial in Tata Steel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 468.45. . . . . . . . . 0.40 TCS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2133.35. . . . . . -42.05 Tech Mahindra . . . . . . .. . . . . . 675.90. . . . . . . . -4.45 Policyholders may get the option to choose thirdparty administrators regulatory Rajesh Gopinathan, chief executive oﬃ�cer and ma dustry are doing well.” Digital services, which ac naging director, TCS, said: counted for 32.2% of the re Titan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1098.95. . . -153.50 UltraTech Cement . .. . . . 4498.70. . . . . 106.35 N. Ravi Kumar try said that while the role norms: Basel “We have had a steady start venue, grew at 42.1%. The UPL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 640.05. . . . . . -22.05 Vedanta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 161.50. . . . . . . . -0.45 HYDERABAD and services of TPAs were to the new ﬁ�scal year. We Life Sciences and Health Wipro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 265.50. . . . . . . . -1.40 From providing health insu important, there were a few SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT see customers continuing to care vertical grew 18.1%, Mumbai YES Bank. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91.35. . . . . . . . -1.80 rance policyholders an op companies who preferred to spend on their growth and BFSI 9.2%, retail, 7.9%, tech Zee Entertainment . . . . . . 331.75. . . . . . . . -2.90 The Basel Committee on tion to choose thirdparty do the work inhouse. transformation initiatives, nology and services, 7.8% administrators (TPAs) to pro Figuring in the list of Banking Supervision has and that is showing in our and manufacturing, 5.5% posing a hike in the fees it le changes sought to be made is said that India is compliant strong order book and deal during the quarter. vied on such ﬁ�rms, insu an increase in various fees regarding regulation on pipeline this quarter.” “TCS reported a weak set rance regulator IRDAI has charged by the authority large exposures though, in India’s secondmost va of Q1 numbers with revenue EXCHANGE RATES mooted multiple changes in from the TPAs, which has re some some respects, regu lued ﬁ�rm by market capital coming in line with consen Indicative direct rates in rupees a unit the regulations governing mained unchanged since lations are stricter than the isation saw a 7.5% growth in sus estimate and EBIT mar except yen at 4 p.m. on July 09 TPAHealth Services. 2001. The proposal is to re Basel largeexposures its operating income to gin below estimates. Net CURRENCY TT BUY TT SELL For greater competition, it vise the nonrefundable pro framework. ₹�9,220 crore. proﬁ�tability came marginal US Dollar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 68.34. . . . . . . 68.66 Euro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 76.59. . . . . . . 76.97 is proposed to allow the pol cessing fee from ₹�20,000 to “Overall, as of 7 June However, the company’s ly above the consensus esti British Pound . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 85.16. . . . . . . 85.56 icyholders to choose the TPA ₹�1 lakh; registration fee for 2019, the large exposures margins contracted 90 basis mate,” Paras Bothra, presi Japanese Yen (100) . .. . 62.82. . . . . . . 63.12 Chinese Yuan . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 9.92. . . . . . . . . 9.97 of their choice from those Changing times: An increase in various fees that TPAs are new applicants from regulations in India are as points (bps) to 24.2% in a dent equities, Ashika Stock Swiss Franc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 68.82. . . . . . . 69.15 engaged by the insurer. Suit charged by the IRDAI is on the cards. GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCK * ₹�30,000 to ₹�2 lakh; and re sessed as compliant with seasonally strong quarter Broking, told The Hindu. Singapore Dollar . . . . . . .. . 50.21. . . . . . . 50.45 able regulatory provisions newal application fee from the Basel large exposures for the IT industry, thereby Canadian Dollar . . . . . . . . .. . 52.05. . . . . . . 52.29 Malaysian Ringitt . . . . . .. . 16.49. . . . . . . 16.58 are proposed, IRDAI said whom the policyholder may tion of the concept of TPAs ₹�15,000 to ₹�1.50 lakh. framework. This is highest raising investors’ concerns Strong hiring trends Source:Indian Bank while inviting comments on choose, at the point of sale. in the health insurance The IRDAI has also pro possible grade,” a Basel pa on margins. Strong hiring in Q1 resulted an exposure draft on chang The policyholder would space, came in 2001. posed a set of qualifying nel report said. V. Ramakrishnan, chief ﬁ� in a net addition of 12,356 es to the regulations. be allowed to change the norms for TPA promoters, “In some other respects, nancial oﬃ�cer, said: “Our employees, the highest in However, TPAs would not TPA only at the point of rene New provisions including those pertaining to the Indian regulations are margins this quarter fully the last ﬁ�ve years. be allowed to canvass the bu wal. Where only one TPA is They were revisited in 2016 their shareholding. stricter than the Basel large reﬂ�ect the annual incre The company has issued siness of rendering health engaged by the insurer, no and the present exposure Further, it has suggested a exposures framework. For ments that we eﬀ�ected joining letters to over BULLION RATES CHENNAI example, banks’ exposures services directly from the option need be provided to draft intended to issue clari change in the wordings to in across the board in April. 30,000 fresh graduates, July 09 rates in rupees with previous to global systemically im rates in parentheses policyholders or prospects. the policyholder, IRDAI said. ﬁ�cations as well as introduce crease the scope of health Sustained rigour in opera said a company statement, Retail Silver (1g) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40.8. . . . . . . . . . (41) On their part, insurers The ﬁ�rst set of regulations certain new provisions and services provided by TPAs to portant banks are subject tions helped deliver strong adding that the consolidat 22 ct gold (1 g) . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 3264. . . . . . (3303) need to explicitly provide governing the TPAs, which carry out some modiﬁ�ca policyholders of foreign in to stricter limits,” the re cash conversion and EPS ed headcount stood at names of the TPAs from also marked the introduc tions. Sources in the indus surers visiting India. port said. [earning per share] expan 436,641 as of June 30, 2019. IOB to focus on recovery, improving margins Lender seeks ₹�6,000 crore as capital from the Union government Special Correspondent predecessor had said that CHENNAI IOB would return to black Public sector lender Indian during the ﬁ�rst quarter of Overseas Bank’s (IOB) cur 2020, he said it would get rent focus would be on re shifted by one or two quar ducing its net nonperform ters. However, the bank was ing assets (NPAs) and coming on its way to recovery, he out of the Prompt Corrective added. Action (PCA) framework of Interacting with the me the Reserve Bank of India dia, Mr. Sekar said that over during the current ﬁ�scal, the last few days, he had had said a top oﬃ�cial. the ﬁ�rst the round of interac “The current year’s focus tion with senior oﬃ�cials, to will be on improving net in gauge the mood. terest margin, net interest in At a media conference on Tuesday, IOB MD & CEO Karnam He said while some auto come, bringing down net Sekar dwelt on the steps taken to exit the PCA. BIJOY GHOSH * mated teller machines NPAs from the present 11% to would be relocated, none of 6%, improving capital ade orated on measures taken by proﬁ�tability and “enable us the branches would be quacy and growing the as the bank for recovering mo to come out of the PCA fra closed down. Over the last sets,” said Karnam Sekar, nies, such as appointing a mework of the Reserve Bank few months, the number of managing director and chief special task force to monitor during the current year. We lossmaking branches was executive oﬃ�cer, IOB. big onetime settlement cas will turn to proﬁ�t during the reduced to 45, he added. es, selling assets to asset res second quarter,” he added. “The recovery in the last Recovering money tructuring companies and Mr. Sekar said the bank few quarters was not up to Admitting that IOB was rela recovering educational had sought ₹�6,000 crore the desired level. But, it has tively slower in coming out loans. from the central government been more than the slippag of the RBI’s watchlist as com He said all these would en as capital. es. Slippages have been con pared with its peers, he elab able the bank to improve When pointed out that his tained,” he added. ICICI Sec diversiﬁ�es into Banks reported 44,016 retail loan distribution frauds in last 11 years To sell ICICI Bank products online FinMin data puts value at ₹�1.85 lakh cr. SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT ISec will earn a distribution Special Correspondent across the 11 years. The MUMBAI commission for selling these NEW DELHI frauds being considered in ICICI Securities has diversi products,” stated a compa Banks have reported 44,016 the list are those involving ₹�1 ﬁ�ed its business model to ny statement. frauds amounting to ₹�1.85 lakh or more. Mr. Thakur enter the retail loan distri Shares of ICICI Securities, lakh crore in the last 11 years said that the government bution business in the form which is a subsidiary of ICI since 200809, according to had issued a ‘framework for of home, auto and personal CI Bank, have lost nearly data provided by the Fi the timely detection, report loans and loans against 60% since listing in April nance Ministry. ing, investigation relating to property. last year. According to a written large value banks frauds’ The ﬁ�nancial services en “This is a new revenue reply by Minister of State for which mandates, among tity is eyeing commission in stream for us and we are Finance Anurag Thakur, other things, that all bank come by selling products of conﬁ�dent that given the ro 201617 was the worst year accounts exceeding ₹�50 ICICI Bank through its on bustness of our platform in terms of the amounts in crore, if classiﬁ�ed as NPAs, line — ICICI Direct — and of and strength of our distribu volved in bank frauds, with be examined by banks from ﬂ�ine channels. “This service tion, we will provide a lot of ₹�25,883.99 crore involved the angle of a possible fraud. is inclusive of products such value to both our customers across 3,927 frauds. This “The heads of PSBs have as personal loans, home as well as the principal,” works out to an average of also been empowered to is loans, loans against proper said the statement quoting ₹�6.6 crore per fraud that sue requests for issue of ty, auto loans, and credit Vijay Chandok, MD & CEO, year, higher than the aver Look Out Circulars (LOCs),” cards oﬀ�ered by ICICI Bank. ICICI Securities. age amount of ₹�4.21 crore Mr. Thakur added. CM https://t.me/SSC4Exams YK https://t.me/Banking4Exams https://t.me/UPSC4Exams https://t.me/TheHindu_Zone_official EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE 16 BUSINESS DELHI WEDNESDAY, JULY 10, 2019 THE HINDU EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE IN BRIEF TVS Capital raises ₹�1,000 cr. in third fund SAIL makes ‘triple’ oﬀ�er on divestment of 3 units Every year, the fund will roughly invest 2025% of its corpus, says CMD Gopal Srinivasan Mine lease, 3,155 acres part of package Special Correspondent the ﬁ�rst fund and could re “It is important that funds CHENNAI turn about two times the in are built and created to sup Indrani Dutta would be transferred on a TVS Capital Funds has an vestment of ₹�600 crore in port the entrepreneurial KOLKATA going concern basis. nounced the second close of the second fund. Asserting ecosystem in the country. If The Steel Authority of India VISP, based in Bhadrava TVS Shriram Growth Fund 3 that TVS Capital Funds was a more jobs need to be creat (SAIL) is oﬀ�ering lease of a ti, brings to a prospective in after reaching the target cor longterm player, he said: ed, there need to be more limestone mine, forest clea vestor 847.3 acres on perpe Dr. Reddy’s launches pus of ₹�1,000 crore . “We would like to remain startups, and there need to rance till 2030 and 3,155 tual lease and 636.8 acres of drug for cold in the U.S. “With the latest announ with the entrepreneurs for be investment in these start acres as part of the strategic township land on a leave li HYDERABAD cement, we have totally 10 years, unlike seven years ups,” said R. Thyagarajan, divestment programme for cence basis for ﬁ�ve years at Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories has raised more than ₹�2,200 in the ﬁ�rst two funds.” founder, Shriram Group and three of its special steel market rates. launched an overthe crore through three funds,” He also said they were the director of TVS Capital plants whose losses totalled Agreements for shared counter store brand said Gopal Srinivasan, chair ﬁ�rst fund to introduce the Funds. The company is leve ₹�375 crore in 201819. services may also be signed equivalent of Mucinex D man and managing director, (From left) Gopal Srinivasan, R. Thyagarajan and Lakshmi coinvestor model, wherein raging advanced technolo The plants on oﬀ�er are Al as part of the transaction, extended release tablets in TVS Capital Funds. Narayanan in Chennai on Tuesday. BIJOY GHOSH * investors in the fund de gies for institutionalising its loy Steel Plant (ASP) in Dur which includes transfer two strengths in the U.S. “The fund (TVS Shriram ployed money alongside the practices and thinking of di gapur, Salem Steel Plant (with the State govern market. Announcing that the Growth Fund 3) has already The fund also witnessed 20% to 25% of its corpus. In fund in the same venture. versifying its product base, (SSP) in Tamil Nadu and Vis ment’s approval) of a limes US Food and Drug received commitments of strong participation from ex the last six months, the fund said Lakshmi Narayanan, di vesvaraya Iron and Steel tone mine in Bhadigund. Administration had approved ₹�1,100 crore and it has a isting lead and anchor had already invested about Foray into new areas rector, TVS Capital Funds. Plant (VISP) in Karnataka. An iron ore mining lease the product, DRL said the greenshoe option of anoth clients, who had invested 10% to 12% of its corpus and Stating that TVS Capital With this, the company Global bids for expression of in Bellary would also be on Mucinex D brand and store er ₹�500 crore of which ₹�100 about twice their Fund 2 has been on track. The aver Funds had completed 10 now manages cumulative as interest in these units were oﬀ�er if SAIL receives the brands had combined U.S. crore has been subscribed to commitments. The fund age investment per ﬁ�rm years of operations, he said sets of ₹�1,664 crore and is ﬂ�oated last week. Debts of lease before the divestment. sales of around $71 million The ﬁ�rst two investments would be deployed in three ranges from ₹�50 crore to that the longterm goal was among the largest managers these three units will remain Forest clearances till 2030 MAT (moving annual total) from the fund were made in areas  ﬁ�nancial services, ₹�150 crore,” he said. to become an institutional of rupeedenominated, mid with SAIL. According to the also come with the package. for 12 months ended May. Suryoday Small Finance business services and niche On previous funds, he said ised platform and make a fo market, private equity capi Department of Investment Many of VISP’s steelmaking Bank and LEAP India,” he areas. “Every year, roughly, they were able to get back ray into new areas to main tal in India, Mr. Srinivasan and Public Asset Manage units are shut down due to Ezyhaul raises funds to said. the fund will be investing the capital of ₹�600 crore in tain business growth. said. ment (DIPAM), these units lack of orders. fuel south Asia growth MUMBAI Logistics tech startup Ezyhaul has raised $16 million in series B funding. The funds will be used to After clariﬁ�cation, Bajaj Hyundai rolls out fully electric SUV Kona SBI slashes lending expand to new markets in south Asia and drive further Finance shares rebound Company puts price tag at ₹�25.3 lakh, claims 452 km drive range on single charge rates by 5 bps innovation to oﬀ�er a complete plugandplay ‘AprilJune quarter growth strong’ Special Correspondent NEW DELHI and demand expectations. model for its clients through The new vehicle can be SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT its online platform, a release SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT “Assets under manage Hyundai on Tuesday charged in about six hours Mumbai said. Last year, the ﬁ�rm Mumbai ment [AUM] stood at ap launched its fullelectric and can accelerate from 0 State Bank of India (SBI), raised $5 million in series A Shares of Bajaj Finance, proximately ₹�1,29,000 crore SUV, Kona, in India with a 100 kmph in 9.7 seconds. the country’s largest len funding and had been which tanked more than as of June 30, 2019 as com price tag of ₹�25.3 lakh, even The carmaker said buyers der, reduced its bench expanding its operations in 8.2% on growth concerns, pared to ₹�91,287 crore as of as it has begun work on de will be provided with two mark lending rate by 5 bps India and Thailand. rebounded on Tuesday after June 30, 2018 and ₹�1,15,888 veloping an Indiaspeciﬁ�c chargers along with the car – across all loan tenures. The a clariﬁ�cation from the len crore as of March 31, 2019,” mass market electric vehicle. a portable charger and an AC lender’s oneyear marginal Fresca brand of juices der that growth remained Bajaj Finance said. Touted as India’s ﬁ�rst fully wall box charger. The porta cost of funds based lending set for expansion strong in the AprilJune Shares closed 5.5% higher electric SUV, the Kona pro ble charger can be plugged rate (MCLR) will be 8.4% MUMBAI quarter. than the previous close, at mises a drive range of 452 into any normal 3pin 15 amp compared with 8.45% from Shri Bankey Behari Foods In a ﬁ�ling with the ex ₹�3,603.35 apiece. km on a single charge. socket to charge the vehicle. Wednesday. Pvt. Ltd., which makes and changes, the lender said the “My comments on TV “The launch of Kona elec “This charger can top up “Interest rates on all distributes Fresca brand fruit number of new loans yesterday on the Budget and tric will help change the per daily running of 50 km in loans linked to MCLR stand juices and other drinks, has Game changer: Hyundai Motor India CEO and MD Y.S. Kim at booked during the ﬁ�rst the general industry slow spective towards electric less than 3 hours. The wall reduced by 5 bps with ef announced plans to expand the launch of Kona Electric at Greater Noida. KAMAL NARANG the production capacity of quarter of the current ﬁ�nan down weren’t related to Ba cars altogether. This will be * box charger (7.2 kW) can top fect from 10th July 2019. the Fresca range to tap cial year were at 7.3 million, jaj Finance Q1 ﬁ�nancials. We the game changer in the In up charge the vehicle within This is the third rate cut in markets beyond north of a 30.4% growth yearon [are] in a silent period. Bajaj dian EV market. We are ad ny’s EV roadmap, Puneet product. The work for this is one hour for running 50 the current ﬁ�nancial year. India. The company, which year. During the quarter, the Finance, out of abundant dressing range anxiety — one Anand, senior general man already on.” km,” it said. With today’s MCLR cut, the produces three lakh litres per company acquired 2.5 mil caution, has made an an of the biggest issues that con ager and group head (mar The Kona electric, cur The company is partner reduction in the home loan day from its facility at Rai in lion new customers. Furth nouncement to NSE/BSE to sumers have in mind when keting), Hyundai Motor India rently being assembled at ing with Indian Oil Corpora rates since April 10, 2019 is Haryana, will expand er, the lender said assets un day with some data points buying an EV,” Hyundai Mo said, “Kona is a global mo the company’s Chennai tion to set up charging infra 20 bps,” SBI said. capacity at this location and der management grew on its Q1 performance,” San tor India managing director del, but India is a diﬀ�erent plant, will be initially at select fuel stations Delhi, The move comes after also put up a new facility in 41.3% yearonyear in the jiv Bajaj, vicechairman, Ba and CEO S.S. Kim said. market. So, we are ready to launched in only in 11 cities Mumbai, Bengaluru and RBI decided to cut its repo Varanasi. ﬁ�rst quarter. jaj Finance, tweeted. Asked about the compa make an Indiaspeciﬁ�c EV due to charging constraints Chennai. rate by 25 bps last month. https://t.me/SSC4Exams https://t.me/Banking4Exams https://t.me/UPSC4Exams https://t.me/TheHindu_Zone_official wednesday • july 10, 2019 How ﬂ�exible is your beneﬁ�ts package? Some companies are letting their employees decide what they would want to have as privileges Liffy Thomas P urnoor Bains is learn ing to play the guitar, but doesn’t have to pick up the tab for the class es. Her company is doing it for her, as part of ‘MyBene ﬁ�ts@Philips’, an employee beneﬁ�t programme launched recently by Philips India. The programme allows employees to decide on their beneﬁ�ts. Until the last ﬁ�nancial year, when the be neﬁ�ts programme had not been launched, Purnoor did not feel greatly beneﬁ�ted by PHOTO: GETTY IMAGES certain privileges oﬀ�ered to Three giant steps her by the company, as she did not need them badly. Purnoor was not keen on having too many insurance based beneﬁ�ts, and she is happy that this year she has the option of joining ﬁ�tness, wellness, learning and deve lopment and lifestyleorient towards a culture ed classes as part of her be neﬁ�ts package. A ‘onesizeﬁ�tsall’ bene ﬁ�ts strategy doesn’t work of innovation anymore for organisations. Richard Lobo snowball, you need supe tant to cocreate with your Diversity being the corner rior communication — one client no matter at what stone of modern organisa that is clear, honest, res touch point you are called in T tions, employee beneﬁ�ts A wellcrafted beneﬁ�ts programme will help employees develop a sense of belonging towards the company. he ability to innovate pectful, and freeﬂ�owing. to innovate, whether to FILE PHOTO USED FOR REPRESENTATIONAL PURPOSE programmes should reﬂ�ect is what keeps compa This allows ideas to spread fashion a new user expe nies relevant. Firms and get improved. It also in rience or modernise the that, by being ﬂ�exible, inno the employees sought grea Sonica Aron, founder, their beneﬁ�ts package, em that don’t innovate, even itiates new threads of core or prototype a new dig < > Diversity being the cornerstone of vative and imaginative. ter ﬂ�exibility in beneﬁ�ts. The Marching Sheep, an HR advi ployees get a sense of belong tually die. For any company thought. In addition to di ital oﬀ�ering, you can ﬁ�nd al modern Flipkart rolled out its internal survey also revealed sory ﬁ�rm, says today’s work ing about the company. to catalyse innovation, it’s versity, workplace design is lied problems worth solving ‘FlexiBen 2019’ programme that around 50% of Flipkart force is multigenerational In the gig economy, which essential to foster an envi equally important. Ideas and earn money out of this. organisations, recently. Before it made the employees viewed beneﬁ�ts, and assertive, and they will become wellentrenched ronment that allows ideas to come from people meeting The true measure of success employee beneﬁ�ts announcement, it had done which included insurance would want to have as bene sooner than later, to have a germinate, early products in hallways or having a chat of an innovation is in the programmes its home work, which in policies, as a key retention ﬁ�ts those things that are core permanent team of to be nurtured and the free late nights on a common long term, the revenue one should reﬂ�ect that, cluded a survey that sought driver. more relevant to them at a highlytalented employees, dom to fail. In addition, it’s problem. The workspace makes. by being ﬂ�exible, to ﬁ�nd out what beneﬁ�ts its Last year, SAP India also given stage in life. companies have to be gener important to allow innova should provide for resourc The cycle of idea genera innovative and employees would treasure rolled out its ﬂ�exibeneﬁ�t She says that when com ous in their beneﬁ�ts packag tion to move out of walled es that people can use, in tion  idea conversion  idea imaginative the most. Twenty per cent of programme. panies allow for ﬂ�exibility in es, which includes ﬂ�exibility. spaces or speciﬁ�ed depart cluding a portion of work monetisation can help com ments. By creating a belief time reserved for experi panies leverage the power in every employee that he mentation without expecta of design thinking for both NRAI to mentor young restaurateurs or she can innovate, the tion of tangible outcomes. incremental and transfor chances of an idea blossom Understanding future mative innovation. The pro ing into a product increase customer needs comes from ducts and business models exponentially. being close to your custom for the future are often very To succeed at innovation, er and anticipating change. diﬀ�erent from the compa Its youth committee is expected to play a major role in this initiative companies need to consider It’s important to remember ny’s current portfolio and it three key incubators as part that the future is a continu takes an honest acceptance PTI this sector. While many of their workplace strategy: um — not one big idea, but that the ideas for the future have the vision and the • Creating an environ the next step, the next expe could be hidden in the T he National Restaurant dream, the processes and ment that is collaborative rience, the next customer workplace of the present. Association of India the many legal and logistical and inclusive. need. Developing the ability Many companies have mis (NRAI) has decided to loopholes can make owning • Being ‘ZeroDistance’ to to ﬁ�nd the right problem is sed this for an important mentor budding and emerg and running a restaurant a your customer. being halfway there. reason — they were either ing restaurateurs. daunting process,” Tanna • Transforming creative Making money on the too hierarchical, process The national restaurant’s said. output into commercially creative output is the last driven or plain lethargic to body will take forward the Besides mentoring youn successful products. stage of the process. While have a culture of innova idea with their just ger restaurateurs, they will A collaborative and inclu you can be obsessive on tion, the closeness to cus launched NRAI Youth Com try to create a platform to sive environment means creativity and innovation, tomers and the ability to mittee. “The Youth Commit raise capital for these that every individual is res close to 70% of innovations monetise built into every tee will be working on creat entrepreneurs. pected for the value they fail to make money for com day work. By embracing ing an ecosystem to engage “We will work towards an bring to the creative pro panies. Hence, it’s impor trends and new technology the young and budding crop accreditation system for cess. No consideration is gi while still staying connected of restaurant owners in va vendors, housekeeping ven to how they look, speak to customers and the core luedriven activities by pro viding support and mentor agents among others. It will also work on the establish or where they ﬁ�t in the hie rarchy. The more diverse a < > The workplace should provide for foundation, companies can innovate and prepare for ship that will increase the ment and access of cloud workplace, more is the like resources that the future. And to do that sustainability of restau kitchens and standardised lihood that it will have out people can use, you need the right people rants,” said head of the database of vendors for ac ofthebox thinking brought including a working in a creative envi NRAI Youth Committee Ka cess for all members,” Tan about by diﬀ�erent expe portion of work ronment. It is also about ran Tanna. The youth wing na said. riences. time reserved for building an inclusive work will be in Mumbai though its In the near future, the Imagination is the ﬁ�rst experimentation environment where multi parent body — NHAI — is committee proposes to tie step towards innovation and cultural and diverse teams without based in New Delhi. up with a strong CSR partn diversity increases the abili ﬂ�ourish. expectation of “There is a lot of budding er to give back to society as Representational picture. ty to imagine. Since innova (Richard Lobo is HR Head talent, across the country in well, he added. FILE PHOTO: AFP tion works best when ideas tangible outcomes at Infosys) ‘Better workforce management can reduce cost by 515%’ A huge number of In 25%. And 34% mentioned dian professionals, that a 515% increase in close to 90%, feel compliance would be accurate workforce man achievable, along with agement can enhance another 38% who stated productivity and com that this ﬁ�gure would go pliance, and reduce cost up to 1525%. by 5 to 15%. The ‘‘Future The top trends impact of Work – Trends at Work ing workforce manage An oﬃ�ce at Kerala Startup Mission. FILE PHOTO and Workplace’ study in ment include ﬂ�exible India by Kronos Incorpo working hours, freelanc Startup summit for women rated, in association with the Society for Human ing/contract/gig employ ment, remote working, PTI Resource Management evolving job roles, ena A summit relating to has implemented multiple (SHRM), says companies bling technologies and startups by women, policies and schemes, need to further align em automation, in that order. based on the theme which focus on supporting ployee experience with More than 70% of the ‘Developing an Inclusive En startups established by wo their strategic business respondents said greater trepreneurship Ecosystem’, men. The state government planning for better out ﬂ�exibility would enhance will be held in Kochi on Au schemes can be availed by comes. productivity, while 67% gust 1. women startups from across The report focussed on felt it could improve Organised by the Kerala the country, said a press workforce productivity, compliance. Startup Mission, in associa release. compliance and cost as While employers in the tion with the Indian Women The support facilities of pects. According to a autoancillary industry Network ﬂ�oated by the Con fered by the government press release, 37% of the voted this trend as the federation of Indian Indus will be shared at the sum respondents said accurate strongest disruptor (78%), tries (CII), the event is open mit, the release said. workforce management the general services and for all women professionals, KSUM is the nodal agency would help improve both banking, ﬁ�nancial servic aspiring entrepreneurs, cor of the state government for productivity and reduce es and insurance (BFSI) porate leaders and startup entrepreneurship develop labour costs by 515%, sectors followed suit at founders. ment and incubation activi while another 37% felt it 57% and 50% respective The Kerala government ties in the state. would be impacted by 15 ly. CM https://t.me/SSC4Exams YK https://t.me/Banking4Exams https://t.me/UPSC4Exams https://t.me/TheHindu_Zone_official EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE 18 SHOWCASE EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE DELHI WEDNESDAY, JULY 10, 2019 THE HINDU BAR CODE Septuagenarian Kanhaiyya Lal has polished shoes for a living, working the Alliance allies Get answers on tricky situations pertaining to brush over the past 56 years relationships and socio-legal issues in Delhi/NCR Shining SILVER Vijay Lokapally in Lutyens’ Delhi, home to Parlia ment House. He keeps sipping wa The world has ‘progressed’ over the ter from his bottle that he ﬁ�lls from past ﬁ�ve decades, and 73yearold a point on the street, and looking at Kanhaiyya Lal has watched them go the sky: There is rain in the air and by, from his spot opposite the Par there are no customers in sight. My boyfriend and I were holding hands in the park, liament Street Police Station. As a Born and brought up in Delhi, when a policeman threatened to call our parents. We shoeshine ‘boy’ he has used his Kanhaiyya looks pale, sitting under are both 16. Do the police have the right to do so? brush and polish on the leather of the shadow of a tree. “My father did In India, holding hands in a park is not an offence even for strangers, who later became regu the same work, but none of my chil adolescent persons. The police has no right to disturb you lar customers. dren do this.” He mends and polish or threaten to call your parents. However, if there is sexual He has watched, as the city has es shoes, and speaks about his life intimacy in the park, i.e., kissing or any form of sexual grown into a menacing concrete and his journey with absolutely no activity, it may amount to the offence of obscenity and the jungle. “It was a serene place,” says trace of bitterness. police could consider legal action. Further, the Protection Kanhaiyya, as he recalls a pleasant of Children against Sexual Offences Act, 2012 (‘POCSO’) past. “Very few vehicles, no pollu Shoes, then and now prohibits all sexual acts between persons below 18, and tion, friendly people, no dust. It Kanhaiyya saw the State Bank of In between persons below 18 and adult persons. If the police was a good time.” dia building come up, when he suspects that any sexual activity, they may even invoke the moved there brieﬂ�y, from his cur offences under POCSO. Where the police takes action, they Back in the day rent spot. He remembers his Perennial work Kanhaiyya Lal at his spot on Parliament Street * PHOTO CREDIT AKSHAY LOKAPALLY may call the parents of someone who is below 18. He began in 1963, pol customers from those ishing at 25 paise. days, oﬃ�cegoers who Continuing to talk about his work, ams, but never got selected.” He challans. I would have been allotted I am 22 and wish to get married to my girlfriend, who is “It is ₹�20 now,” he mainly wore shoes he says on some days he may cater moved back to Parliament Street, a shop on the basis of those chal 18. However, both of us are dependent on our parents. smiles. Earning < > Customers wanted their made of chamda to as many as 40 customers, but so where to his dismay, his spot was lans. A judge once asked me to pro Can they stop the marriage? The law on marriage is governed by the religion of the ﬁ�ve rupees a (leather). “They metimes, there may not even be 20. ‘hijacked’ for a park. Relocation duce evidence that I had been day used to be shoes to shine. wanted their Compared to the days when he wasn’t a problem. “I had to just working there for so many years, parties. In case the parties are from different religions, then enough to feed Tip-top. Times shoes to shine. had just started, business is compa cross the road,” he laughs. but I had none. I have no regrets.” they can marry under the secular law, i.e., the Special the entire fami have changed. Tiptop. Times ratively low, but he also had to face He has seen all the Prime Minis The judge still visits him. “I put my Marriage Act, 1954. In all these laws, the minimum age of marriage is specified and mostly common, i.e., the groom ly (his wife, People prefer have changed. Pe stiﬀ� competition then as about 30 ters come and go: Pandit Nehru, heart into shining his shoes.” should be 21 years and the bride should be minimum of 18 three daughters, sandals and ople prefer sandals cobblers would sit near the Regal who he ﬁ�rst saw in a car with anoth He has other regulars too, some years of age. If you fulfil the age criteria and both parties a son). He lives in sneakers now and sneakers now. and Rivoli theatres. “Now, I am the er visiting Prime Minister, whose who have been coming since 1971. have decided to marry each other with full consent, Regar Pura, near Those who have leath only cobbler on this entire road name he cannot remember; Indira Retired oﬃ�cers from SBI some amongst other criteria, then no one can legally stop the Karol Bagh, and at er shoes buy instant shoe from one end to the other,” he says. Gandhi, when she was summoned times visit, getting their shoes pol marriage, especially the parents. The Courts have some point used to walk shine. But it is the shoe polish This does help his business. by a nearby district court (now ished and asking about his repeatedly held that the right to choice in marriage and down to his ‘workplace’. that we use that gives the leather shifted); Atal Bihari Vajpayee, V.P. wellbeing. sexual relations is an integral aspect of the fundamental The past few weeks have been longer life.” Come and go Singh, and now Narendra Modi. As a drizzle sends people scurry right to privacy, dignity and autonomy guaranteed under hot and humid in Delhi, not the He had synchronised his work He did try doing other things: His His fate, however, has remained ing for cover, Kanhaiyya packs up. Article 21 of the Constitution. However, since you are best weather for those who work timings with theirs, 9.30 in the spot in front of SBI motivated him unchanged. “I have been locked up Business has been low, but the cool dependent on your parents, know that they may not on the streets. Sweating, but only a morning until government oﬃ�ces to appear in various entrance ex by the police 11 times. I was ﬁ�ned ness in the air is a good bargain. support you in future. little, he reaches Parliament Street shut, by about 5.30 in the evening. aminations. “I only passed the ex many times, but never kept the Anyway, he’ll be back, tomorrow. Amritananda Chakravorty is a Delhi based advocate, specialising in litigation on gender and sexuality. She was actively involved in the landmark cases of FOOD SPOT decriminalisation of sodomy (Section 377) India calling (Clockwise and the recognition of transgender rights from left) Champaran Meat FANCY AND Naval Satarawala Chopra in India. Ask questions with Sattu Paratha, Cheeni atdelhimetro@thehindu.co.in The geniuses behind undoubtedly Malai Toast, Lemon Gunpowder Idli India’s (and one of the world’s) ﬁ�n est restaurants, are at it again — this * SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT PRODUCT old-fashioned? time in whole new all daydining format. I loved it so much that I went back for lunch the day after I Statement pieces reviewed the restaurant, to try eve rything I hadn’t! The menu is split into small, large and XL plates and comprises Indian street food, dis Comorin is a celebration of hes available only in speciality res palatefamiliar spices, executed taurants, and childhood favourites. The balance of spices that chef Dhi in a manner beﬁ�tting of Indian raj Dargan has created is unreal Accent’s sister restaurant and his ability to deliver decadent dishes which sit light on the sto mach, is what sets this restaurant From the large plates, the apart. The homemade liqueurs Herb Paneer served with and cocktails that Varun Sharma Raw Mango Launji: Scoop creates are alone worth visiting Co ing it up with the namak morin for. ajwain paratha will The vibe: Contemporary chic. make you go weak in The restaurant has been designed the knees. The by a Londonbased studio and ﬁ�ts Kashmiri Palak well into DLF’s Two Horizon Centre Rista in a mar — a modern island in the concrete rowﬂ�avoured of the toast. private dining room which caters jungle of Gurugram, which looks sauce was deca Skip: I am nitpicking for two tables of 7 each; a date and and feels like nothing in the rest of dent yet didn’t here — the Bacon Bread sit at the bar sipping cocktails be the city. overpower the Pakora is a wellfried pak fore seeing whether he/she likes it Momenti, an Italian company that tailor-make designs for living spaces, has launched a collection of side units. Do try: Everything! My favou meatballs. As for ora (almost oilless) but hot or not! Brought to India by Ottimo, the units are pieces of art, with rites from their small plates were the desserts, the bacon failed to have Space bar: 130 covers (includ graphic geometric shapes and patterns. They are composed the Haleem, velvety and meltin there’s the Doda the xfactor. The puri in the ing 24 in the openair patio) spread of modular elements, with some fully covered and some mouth. The Lemon Gunpowder Treacle Tart — an Dahi Batata Puri was a little over 5,308 sq feet. that have display spaces as well. The structures are Idli — the tanginess of the gun Indian accent favou too thick. How much? ₹�3,000 for 2 (sans wooden, with a matte lacquered interior and exterior. powder is perfectly set oﬀ� by the rite. The Cheeni Malai Go with: Your laptop and sit alcohol) cashew. The real star was the sweet Toast, is exactly what it in one of the dedicated work Getting there: There are both Available at 354, Jagat Complex (1st Floor), 100 Feet Road, corn khichdi: creamy, perfectly says on the tin. The simple spaces sipping a coﬀ�ee and eating a valet and selfparking options, ho Ghitorini, ₹�2.9 lakh upward spiced and topped with Sem Ka dish is taken up a notch with slice of cake; friends or family and wever, a cocktail or three is deﬁ� Beej (Hyacinth Beans) to give it an the quality of the malai (cream), sit at one of their community ta nitely recommended, so do dial a For a listing or to be featured here, email us at excellent crunch. juxtaposed with the light crispness bles; clients and make use of their driver service. delhimetro@thehindu.co.in 5 EVENTS WORTH YOUR WHILE COLLOQUIUM CONFECTIONERY DANCE THEATRE FILM Academic Special offer Kathak recital Tribute Documentary Author Tony Joseph will deliver a presentation Bakery chain, Honey & Dough has announced Sharda Nritya Niketan presents Varsha Mangal, a An ensemble of theatre artists from across Delhi IHC, in collaboration with Bharatiya Jnanpith, on “Indian Prehistory: How a multidisciplinary happy hours between 9 p.m. and 12 midnight. Kathak dance recital that will feature solo will gather to pay a tribute to theatre will screen a 45-minute English documentary, approach involving population genetics, Guests will get a 1+1 offer on orders of savoury performances by Pooja Mani and Devanand personality, the late Girish Karnad. Repertories Geetanjali, this evening. Directed by Arun archaeology and linguistics is solving some of items. Valid till July 15, the offer is extended to Parhar. Accompanying artists include vocals by as well as individual performers will come Chadha, it is the story of the journey of a the oldest problems and can be used to solve dishes like Araabiata Maggi, Ham and Cheese Ashique Kumar, Suraj Nirwan on the tabla, Sumit together to perform short vignettes from several terminally-ill poet, who died at the age of 16. many more.” The other participant is Prof. Croissant. In addition, there’s a 25% off on all Shridhar on the padhant and Muddasir Khan on of Karnad's plays including Nagamandala, The screening will be followed by a discussion Kenneth Buetow, from Arizona State University. their cakes. the sarangi. Tughlaq and Boiled Beans on Toast. with the director. Venue: Seminar Rooms, Kamaladevi Complex, IIC Venue: All NCR outlets of Honey & Dough Venue: Stein Auditorium, India Habitat Centre Venue: Odd Bird Theatre & Foundation Venue: Gulmohar Hall, India Habitat Centre Time: 6:30 p.m. Time: 9 p.m. - 12 midnight Time: 7 p.m. Time: 8 p.m. Time: 7 p.m. CM A ND-NDE https://t.me/SSC4Exams YK https://t.me/Banking4Exams https://t.me/UPSC4Exams https://t.me/TheHindu_Zone_official EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE THE HINDU WEDNESDAY, JULY 10, 2019 DELHI SHOWCASE 19 EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE Cruising ahead There is little AUTO SNIPPETS doubt, this is one of the best AMTs around PAUL DEWARS * Bajaj launches CT110 commuter bike What’s new here is the automatic gear Bajaj has launched the new CT110 motorcycle priced at ₹�37,997 for lever that is sturdy, nice to hold and the kickstart and ₹�44,352 for the electricstart variant (all prices, exshowroom, Delhi). Being one of the most affordable commuters easy to slot into diﬀ�erent drive modes in India, the CT110 makes use of a larger, 115cc, singlecylinder DTSi engine, developing 8.6hp and 9.81Nm of torque. The unit is Mahindra XUV300 goes automatic paired with a 4speed gearbox. The CT110 is slightly different from the CT100 when it comes to cosmetics. The bike now features a rubber tankpad similar to the one on the TVS Radeon. The engine, gearbox, fork and wheels have also been blackedout. Omkar Shendge Other characteristics of the XUV300 remain unchanged and Li-ions Elektrik Since its launch earlier this year, the good suspension setup oﬀ�ers Solutions it’s been public knowledge that a plush and comfortable ride over Mahindra was preparing an auto bad roads. It also gets three steer launches Spock matic version of the XUV300. Said ing modes, which is a segment e-scooter version is now here in the form of ﬁ�rst, but the steering lacks feed Gurugrambased Liions the XUV300 AMT — or to be more back and feel. The wide track and Elektrik Solutions has speciﬁ�c, the diesel AMT. 215/55 R17 tyres provide good grip launched its first electric Moving to the gearbox itself, it in corners and the allwheel disc scooter, the Spock, with is a new Marelli (previously Mag brake setup helps you shed speed prices ranging between neti Marelli) sourced 6speed unit conﬁ�dently. ₹�65,00099,000 (on and we got to sample it in the top The XUV300 is wellequipped road). Designed for oftheline W8(O) variant. when it comes to convenience commercial use, the The XUV300’s interior has the and safety features. The W8 var Spock features a large basket in front and a same pleasing design with its iant gets 17inch alloys, front and luggage box that blackandbeige theme. The cabin rear foglamps, a reverse camera, occupies the pillion seat. feels spacious and airy, and you auto headlamps and wipers, dual It has a ground clearance of 200mm and sports 90/90 12 tyres at are sat in a commanding driving zone climate control, Android Au either end. The Spock features a 2.9kWh swappable battery that position with good overall visibili nual. Slot the 6speed AMT’s lever doubt, this is one of the best AMTs to and Apple CarPlay support, works alongside a 2.1kW motor. The scooter also gets two power SPECIFICATIONS ty. What’s new here is the auto into ‘A’ and the XUV300 engages around. The gearbox is quick to keyless entry and an engine start/ modes — Economy and Power. matic gear lever that is sturdy, nice Creep mode which is nice and ENGINE: 1497cc, 4 cyls, turbo respond and drops down a single stop button. In terms of safety, it to hold and easy to slot into diﬀ�e progressive. This is a huge im diesel or couple of gears when you de gets dual airbags, ABS with EBD, rent drive modes. The gates are provement over the previous Ma mand more power from it. Howev childseat anchors, ESP and hill MAX POWER (HP @ RPM): laid out in a cross position, with hindra AMT on the NuvoSport, er, when cruising on the highway, launch assist. 117hp at 3750rpm Automatic (A) and Manual (M) on which leaps forward when you lift it doesn’t quite drop down three The W8(O) gets the addition of the left, Neutral on the right, Re your foot oﬀ� the brake pedal. Ho MAX TORQUE (NM @ RPM): gears, from sixth to third, where ﬁ�ve more airbags (side, curtain verse on the right and bottom, and wever, as smooth as its AMT is, 300Nm at 15002500rpm the real punch is. So, for overtakes and driver’s knee), a sunroof, Tiptronic on the top (+) and bot the XUV300 still isn’t completely on the highways, it is best you use heated wing mirrors, diamond GEARBOX: 6speed AMT tom () from the centre. The lack of at ease in stopgo traﬃ�c. The grab the manual Tiptronic mode. Even cut alloys, a tyre pressure moni a clutch pedal has freed up some by brakes that are hard to modu FRONT SUSPENSION: though the shifts in manual mode toring system, front parking sen space in the footwell and there is a late at crawling speeds are to Independent, MacPherson aren’t super quick, it gives you sors and leatherette upholstery. wide, comfortable dead pedal blame for this. strut good control over the gearbox and The XUV300 is priced on the here — something sorely missed With a light foot on the throttle, REAR SUSPENSION: Non helps keep the engine on the boil. higher side and the AMT variants on the manual XUV. the transmission shifts up through independent, Twist beam The AMT variant comes with demand a premium of about Elsewhere, the XUV300 AMT is the initial gears eﬀ�ortlessly. Truth hillhold assist feature, preventing ₹�55,000 above the manual var BMW reveals third-gen X6 identical to the manual variants. be told, it is comfortable to drive WHEELBASE (MM): 2600mm the car from rolling back when on iants. At ₹�11.50 lakh (for the W8) BMW has revealed the third generation of its SUVcoupé, the X6. There is enough space in the rear GROUND CLEARANCE (MM): a slope. Another good feature of and ₹�12.70 lakh (for the W8(O)), Sharing its underpinnings with the new X5, the new X6 features an to seat three passengers. 180mm the AMT is that while going down the XUV300 AMT is now the pri evolutionary design. It gets a more angular appearance replete The 257litre boot, ho hill, the unit doesn’t upshift to a ciest SUV in its class. with a new interpretation of the kidney grille, angular headlights wever, isn’t very BOOT CAPACITY (LTS): 257 higher gear immediately when However, the additional price and a broadshouldered body. Its rear styling has much in common accommodating. litres the speed increases. It will hold you pay is not much when you with the X4. The interior design is largely shared with the X5. At AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA The XUV300 on to a lower gear to give you consider all that the SUV oﬀ�ers. So 4,935mm, the new model is 26mm longer than the previous X6, AMT uses the same in bumpertobumper traf more control. The auto startstop if you are looking for an easyto with the 2,975mm wheelbase stretched by 42mm. It’s also 15mm 117hp/300Nm, 1.5 ﬁ�c, as a conventional auto feature from the manual variant drive, comfortable, powerful, wider. The new X6 offers a choice of petrol and diesel engines. At litre, fourcylinder matic, but small jerks and has been given a miss on the AMT fueleﬃ�cient and featurerich die the top of the range are the M50i and M50d variants powered by a diesel engine as some amount of head nod variant. It, however, gets cruise sel SUV, the XUV300 AMT is the 530hp, 4.4litre V8 turbopetrol and a 400hp, 3.0litre, inlinesix the XUV dieselma still remain. But there is little control, unlike the Maruti Brezza. one to go for. quadturbo diesel engine, respectively. https://t.me/SSC4Exams https://t.me/Banking4Exams https://t.me/UPSC4Exams https://t.me/TheHindu_Zone_official EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE 20 SPORT DELHI WEDNESDAY, JULY 10, 2019 THE HINDU EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE Rain takes over after Williamson and Taylor lead Kiwi ﬁ�ghtback The match will resume at the same stage on Wednesday, the reserve day, weather permitting Not a pleasant sight: New Zealand had made 211 for ﬁ�ve in 46.1 overs when rain stopped play and the covers had to be brought on. * AFP No clue: Henry Nicholls is cleaned up by a beauty from Ravindra Jadeja. * REUTERS The rains that wavered bet Guptill and Henry Nicholls sure if he had to play or leave, pest out of his eyeline, forces with his captain. and allrounder James Neesh ween the feathery drops and strode towards the crease. edged to Virat Kohli’s left at nudged the singles, lent conﬁ� Meanwhile, India suﬀ�ered am but the latter struggled SCOREBOARD the insistent pitterpatter, second slip and the Indian dence to Nicholls and a stea a scare as Pandya held his left against bouncers. One such NEW ZEALAND continued unabated till 4.15 Firstball drama captain caught well. New Zea dy 68run secondwicket leg and gingerly retreated to shortpitched projectile con Martin Guptill c Kohli b Bum p.m. when the sun grudgingly The ﬁ�rst ball was all drama. land was one for one in the partnership took shape. the dressing room. Thankful sumed the southpaw and rah 1 (14b), Henry Nicholls b Ja peeped out. Expectations and anguish fourth over and Williamson Amidst the ennui of dot ly for Kohli’s men, the all Pandya found his reward. deja 28 (51b, 2x4), Kane Wil While the match oﬃ�cials tailed it as Bhuvneshwar Ku walked in, needing to validate balls, came the relief of two rounder returned while Yuz New Zealand needed a con liamson c Jadeja b Chahal 67 hoped for an extended dry mar, surprisingly preferred his decision of taking ﬁ�rst fours. Nicholls coverdrove vendra Chahal struggled with siderable push and Taylor (95b, 6x4), Ross Taylor (bat phase so that India could over Mohammed Shami, strike besides sealing the ﬁ�rst Bumrah but the acme was a few wides. Taylor blocked complied, hammering a six ting) 67 (85b, 3x4, 1x6), James commence an abridged chase rapped Guptill’s pad. The ap crack. Williamson’s straight drive oﬀ� while Williamson slogswept Neesham c Karthik b Pandya 12 (18b, 1x4), Colin de Grand with a revised target based on peal was negated, the review Bumrah’s delivery slid past Bhuvneshwar. Elegance the legspinner. Another inev homme c Dhoni b Bhuvneshwar the DuckworthLewis Meth went in vain and Twitterati the rival skipper’s willow and shimmered in that shot and it itable 50 was Williamson’s to K.C. Vijaya Kumar 16 (10b, 2x4), Tom Latham (bat Manchester od, a fresh wet spell just as blamed the seamer. Mean the ﬁ�elders let out an was time to quote John Keats: savour and after that he top ting) 3 (4b); Extras (lb4, w13): the umpires were inspecting while, Jasprit Bumrah did his “ooooooh”. Having survived “A thing of beauty is a joy fo edged a pull oﬀ� Pandya for 17; Total (for ﬁ�ve wkts. in 46.1 It was a Tuesday of slow runs, the turf at 6.10 p.m., aﬀ�ected shock and choke routine and that maiden inquisition, Wil rever.” four and Taylor’s snick oﬀ� overs): 211. damp weather and the long revivalplans and it was decid a wicket seemed imminent. liamson (67) remained un Bumrah dipped just before a FALL OF WICKETS wait. Under grim skies that ed to resume the faceoﬀ� on The premonition proved fazed except when a ﬂ�y tried Joining forces diving M.S. Dhoni could get a 11 (Guptill, 3.3 overs), 269 made illuminated ﬂ�oodlights Wednesday, which is the re true when Bumrah got one to to make a home out of his hel India’s ﬁ�rstchange bowlers glove to it. (Nicholls, 18.2), 3134 (William a mandatory accessory to the serve day jag, rise a bit and Guptill, not met. The batsman got the Hardik Pandya and Ravindra son, 35.2), 4162 (Neesham, World Cup semiﬁ�nal, India Earlier in the morning des Jadeja were in operation and Sense of urgency 40.6), 5200 (de Grandhomme, tightened the screws on New pite a cloud cover and a nip in the former was cut and Williamson slogswept Jadeja 44.4). INDIA BOWLING Zealand. the air, boisterous Indian fans pulled by Williamson while and just as he was trying to in Bhuvneshwar 8.11301, Old Traﬀ�ord’s dry pitch jostled on the roads, yelled the latter appealed often. fuse urgency, the 65run Bumrah 81251, Pandya 100 was on the slower side and patriotic slogans and belted Still, the runrate stayed be thirdwicket partnership con 551, Jadeja 100341, Chahal the niggardly Men in Blue res out a rhyme in Rohit Shar low four and a noose hovered cluded. An attempted drive 100631. tricted the Black Caps to 211 ma’s honour while WhatsApp close. Just as New Zealand oﬀ� Chahal ended up as a slice and four oﬀ� Chahal as the Toss: New Zealand. for ﬁ�ve in 46.1 overs when a was ﬂ�ooded with one query: was turning stable, Nicholls to Jadeja at backward point. 44th over went for 18. Later, Play to resume on Wednes steady drizzle gained “will it rain?” missed one from Jadeja and Wobbling at 134 for three in Taylor successfully reviewed day. strength and forced umpires A cacophony of noise the stumps were disturbed. the 36th over, New Zealand an lbw verdict awarded to Richard Illingworth and Ri erupted from the stands as New Zealand placed at 69 for was still searching for its Bhuvneshwar, Colin de upon the venue, extended chard Kettleborough to stop Kane Williamson won the two in the 19th over and Ross springboard. Grandhomme succumbed the long delayed climax into play at 2 p.m. local time. toss, opted to bat and Martin Taylor (67 batting) joined Much hinged on Taylor and a moist curtain that fell Wednesday. England in a good Cricket — How the idea of ‘India’ developed BCB, Rhodes part ways place, says Root Blunden however anticipated Ki dambi when he wrote: “The game is Patiala Bhupinder Singh, a most colour ful character who fathered 88 children No extensions for Joshi, Walsh either not terminated at the boundary, but is (according to one estimate). The Parsi Agence France-Presse IANS including a warmup game reﬂ�ected beyond…and belongs to some star Keki Mistry should have led, but Dhaka Birmingham ahead of the World Cup, but wider ﬁ�eld.” Mistry worked for Bhupinder and The Bangladesh Cricket England’s Joe Root is feeling before that Root & Co. had would not have been granted permis Board on Monday an conﬁ�dent that both recent and distant history have the the edge with a series win down under and a 50 white BETWEEN WICKETS Change of names Kidambi’s ﬁ�eld is wide, wider than sion to tour. Hence the ploy of getting a 19yearold to lead so his employee nounced it would let go of head coach Steve Rhodes af tournament host ready for wash on home soil. suresh menon most. Politics and sport and their inter could make the trip. Bhupinder “played ter a disappointing cam revenge in the rematch “If you look at the past 11 section might be a key, but the role of in a manner that beﬁ�tted his regal sta paign in the World Cup. against Australia in the se cond semiﬁ�nal of the World Cup. games against them we have won nine,” Root was quoted as saying by the ICC. “These I n 1911, the ﬁ�rst ‘AllIndia’ team toured England for a series of matches, 14 of them First Class. It was led by a 19year sport in establishing identity, the ap proach to it for both personal and ‘na tionalistic’ purposes ring true today; tus: short, sharp bursts of ﬂ�amboyant batting before boredom set in and in duced a fatal error.” A brilliant descrip Eﬀ�ective immediately “We have decided to part England was downed con guys and this group over the old prince, and comprised six Parsis, only the names have changed. For the tion of the cricket the princes played as ways with the head coach by vincingly by its ﬁ�ercest rivals last four years, their expe ﬁ�ve Hindus, three Muslims and two Da Maharajahs and Princes, read corpo well as the lifestyles they led. mutual consent. The deci at Lord’s last month and rience against Australia have lits. At least two earlier attempts had rates and politicians. The Indian rush to The year 1911 was signiﬁ�cant in many sion will be eﬀ�ective imme looked in serious danger of been very positive and they failed because the communal balance England for the World Cup had its ori ways. In Kolkata, Mohun Bagan defeat diately,” BCB CEO Nizamud Steve Rhodes. * AFP missing the semiﬁ�nals at its have got a lot of success in was deemed unsatisfactory. gins in a plan by some merchants to ed East Yorkshire Regiment to become din Chowdhury said. home tournament. the bank. We will be drawing How the idea of ‘India’ developed on charter a steamer to take them to Bri the ﬁ�rst Indian team to win the Indian The decision came a day bo. “We will shorty name an However, backtoback on the fact that over a long the cricket ﬁ�eld, and what the Kohlis tain to watch the Indians play there in Football Association (IFA) Shield. In after Bangladesh returned interim coach for the Sri wins over India and New period of time now we have and Bumrahs owe that pioneering ef 1911. The idea was to take a party of 400 London, George V was crowned King home after ending its cam Lanka tour,” Jalal Yunus, the Zealand turned the tables. been successful against Aus fort is described superbly by Prashant high caste Hindus, with food “prepared Emperor, and there was an Imperial paign in the World Cup chairman of the BCB media England has lost its last tralia and we should take Kidambi in Cricket Country: The Untold by Brahmins” and “all arrangements on Conference held there. Other Indian eighth in the league phase committee, told AFP. two clashes with Australia, that into Thursday.” History of the First All India Team. The orthodox principles.” That plan fell sportsmen were touring too. Jamsetji with only three wins in eight Jalal conﬁ�rmed that the nation on the cricket ﬁ�eld, Kidambi apart, but says Kidambi, “the summer Marker, the world racquets champion, matches BCB also planned a shake clariﬁ�es, was originally constituted by, of 1911 saw a spike in the number of tra the great wrestler Gama and a team of Head coach Rhodes up of other coaching staﬀ� and not against, the forces of empire. vellers from the subcontinent to Bri Punjabi wrestlers earned both plaudits joined Bangladesh in June and was unlikely to renew When scholars (Kidambi is associate tain.” and publicity. last year and guided the the contract of pace bowling professor of colonial urban history at India couldn’t persuade Ranji, the It was a blazing summer — one of the team to its ﬁ�rstever title in a coach Courtney Walsh and Leicester University) write on sport, greatest Indian cricketer of his time to hottest since the midseventeenth cen multiteam tournament in spinbowling coach Sunil they expand our understanding of our lead the country. Ranji tried to under tury. Temperatures went beyond 36 de Ireland just before the Joshi. selves, and the place of sport. After all, mine plans for AllIndia teams because grees. And how did the pioneering In World Cup. Both Walsh and Joshi had what do they know of history who only that might have jeopardized his status dian cricket team do? They won two of He was contracted with been under contract with history know? as an English icon. 14 First Class matches, and lost 10. Bangladesh until the ICC the BCB until the end of the Kidambi has deliberately used the tit Kidambi’s research is deep and ex Apart from psychological and geo World Twenty20 in Austra World Cup. le of a book written during the world tensive. There are wonderful stories of graphical reasons, there were two lia next year but his inability Walsh replaced former war. Edmund Blunden’s Cricket Coun- many like Shaukat Ali who, along with sound cricketing ones too, Kidambi to give the team the expect Zimbabwean pacer Heath try is both a lament on the passing of an his brother started the Khilafat Move tells us. The weapons bowlers had de ed results appear to have Streak in September, 2016 age and a celebration of the timeless ment. Shaukat was also the cricket cap veloped recently — the outswinger and cost him his job. on a threeyear contract, ness of the game. While Blunden’s book tain of Aligarh Muslim University whose the googly — were a mystery to Indian BCB conﬁ�rmed coach while Joshi joined last year. is about Englishness, Kidambi’s is a tri room was “the venue of a royal durbar batsmen. The great left arm spinner Rhodes would not travel bute to the game’s Indianness. “By a cu where appeals of freshers and younger Palwankar Baloo picked up 75 wickets with the team to Sri Lanka, McKenzie, Cook stay rious historical twist,” he says, “a sport boys were heard, decisions given and at just over 20, while his brother Shiv where Bangladesh will play BCB will oﬀ�er a new con that deﬁ�ned the identity of the former enforced.” Or Shafqat Hussain, who ram scored 631 runs, behind Rustomji three OneDay Internation tract to South African bat colonisers is now the ruling passion of played with only one good eye. Meherhomji’s 684. als later this month. ting coach Neil McKenzie the country that they conquered.” If Watching India in England today The Sri Lankan cricket and ﬁ�elding coach Ryan Blunden was saying that cricket was Misconceptions cleared with the crowd support suggesting they authorities on Monday an Cook. “We would like authentic only when it was English, Ki Kidambi clears some misconceptions might be playing at home, it is useful to nounced that there will be McKenzie and the ﬁ�elding dambi is saying, clearing his throat that have attached themselves to that remember how it all began. Cricket three matches on July 26, 28 coach to stay with us. But it Match-ready: Joe Root feels England is primed to exact gently, that the ‘country’ in the title is 1911 team. It was not “organised and ﬁ� Country tells that riveting story with and 31 at Premadasa Inter does not depend entirely on revenge on Australia for the league stage defeat. REUTERS * actually India. nanced” by the skipper, Maharajah of passion and authority. national Stadium in Colom us,” he said. https://t.me/SSC4Exams https://t.me/Banking4Exams https://t.me/UPSC4Exams https://t.me/TheHindu_Zone_official EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE THE HINDU WEDNESDAY, JULY 10, 2019 DELHI SPORT 21 EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC \ PASSING SHOTS \ CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC Serena survives a Riske test, enters semiﬁ�nals Serena fined $10,000 for court damage seeking to conquer England in his own way: in the juniors at Wimbledon. Serena Williams has been Strycova stuns home favourite Konta; Halep and Svitolina complete the line-up ﬁ�ned $10,000 by the All The 17yearold qualiﬁ�er England Club for damaging made his debut on the All N. Sudarshan a court during the ongoing England Club lawns on LONDON Wimbledon. Monday in the ﬁ�rst round At the start of the tourna The incident occurred of the boys' singles, beating ment, Serena Williams found during a practice session the Spaniard Pablo Llamas herself in a quarter compris before the start of this 64, 46, 62. ing three former No.1s, the year’s tournament, reports Jorge was at Wimbledon to present best in the world and Xinhua. watch his son in action. three past Wimbledon cham The seventime Wimbledon pions. For someone trying to The proud father was champion, playing just her unable to watch his son resurrect an injuryplagued sixth tournament of 2019, year, it was nasty luck. play at the French Open in defeated Carla Suarez Paris back in May and June, Come the semiﬁ�nals Navarro on Monday to though, she is the last wo but did not want to miss reach the quarterﬁ�nals. his debut at Wimbledon. man standing. Even as a se Meanwhile, Italy’s Fabio However, Roman is not the ries of upsets sliced open the Fognini was ﬁ�ned $3,000 only Burruchaga keeping draw, Serena, unaﬀ�ected by for saying during his third up the family's sporting the carnage round loss that he wished a pedigree. Mauro around her, bomb would hit Burruchaga, 21, is making has elevated Wimbledon. his way as a professional her play with Australian Nick Kyrgios was footballer at Italian side each passing imposed two ﬁ�nes, one for Chievo. day, raising pros $3,000 from the ﬁ�rst round pects of a recordbreaking I’m a fighter: Gauff and another for $5,000 24th Major. from the second round, Teenage sensation Coco On Centre Court on Tues both for unsportsmanlike Gauﬀ� says she hopes one day, she survived a searing conduct. thing her fans at examination of those creden A Burruchaga Wimbledon have learned tials, ﬁ�nishing on the right in tennis about her is she is a side of a capricious threeset The son of Argentina “ﬁ�ghter” and “never gives ter against fellow American football World Cup winner up”. Alison Riske 64, 46, 63. Jorge Burruchaga is The 15yearold's hopes of Meets Strycova starting out on a career of moving into the quarter In what will be her 12th Wim his own, but with a tennis ﬁ�nals were hindered by a bledon semiﬁ�nal, she will ball rather than a football. stomach complaint in her play Barbora Strycova who Jorge, who admits he 63, 63 loss to Simona beat home favourite Johanna “suﬀ�ers” watching his son Halep in the last 16. Konta 76(5), 61. Serena, for Finding her groove: After a mediocre ﬁ�rst week, Serena elevated her level — like only she can — to book a place in her 12th Wimbledon semiﬁ�nal. * REUTERS play at Wimbledon, scored Gauﬀ�, who endearingly the record, has lost only one the winning goal when described herself on Friday of those, way back in 2000. the ﬁ�rst set when Serena three sets, wouldn’t give up. mon them at 44 when Riske did manage to get back on ter her ﬁ�rst semiﬁ�nal at SW19 Argentina beat West as both “goofy and weird”, Serena admitted later that went on a roll from being a Like against Ashleigh Barty, got to a break point with a serve (23) but it couldn’t ar since 2014. Germany 32 in the 1986 said she hoped she had she wouldn’t have won Tues break down at 34. After hav Riske did remarkably well to ﬁ�ne pass and converted it rest the momentum. She will meet Elina Svitoli World Cup ﬁ�nal. served as an example to day’s match if it were two ing struggled until then to ca prolong rallies and move in with a great pickup volley. The day’s other two quar na who overcame Karolina He also starred alongside many who were dreaming weeks ago. “This is the ﬁ�rst librate her power from the for the assured kill. With Se When she broke Serena in terﬁ�nals were less testy af Muchova 75, 64. Diego Maradona when of making it in tennis. time since Australia that I ac baseline, she drilled three rena’s movement a tad res the opening game of the fairs. Simona Halep defeated Argentina infamously beat Gauﬀ�, who refused to tually felt, like, good,” she deep, inchperfect returns tricted, she won a majority third set, she clearly held the Shuai Zhang 76(4), 61 to en THE RESULTS England in the blame playing seven said. “I don’t know where I that Riske found too tough to of the exchanges that lasted upper hand. quarterﬁ�nals of the matches in the past am [levelwise]. [But] I do handle. four shots or more. The seventime Wimble Quarterfinals: Women: 11Ser tournament. fortnight for her loss, said know I feel good.” Of the three break points She also took great care of don champion, however, ena Williams (USA) bt Alison More than three decades overall it had been an “Now that I feel good, I thus earned, Serena ﬂ�uﬀ�ed her serve, winning 80% of broke back immediately and Riske (USA) 64, 46, 63; 8 on, his son Roman is extraordinary ride. can focus on training and two, but an unforced error the points in the second set — let out a cry as if to clear the Elina Svitolina (Ukr) bt Karolina technique and practice, so from Riske helped restore against a match average of 55 fog that had settled over her Muchova (Cze) 75, 64; 7Si mething that I just haven’t parity. — and let the pressure do its game. It worked, as she held mona Halep (Rou) bt Zhang been able to do a lot of. I She then blasted three ac bidding on the Serena serve. to love with three aces and a Shuai (Chn) 76(4), 61; Barbara Strycova (Cze) bt 19Johanna needed to ﬁ�ght Alison. She es and a winner to hold to 54 crosscourt backhand Konta (GBr) 76(5), 61. was not giving it to me. I and overpowered Riske Aces winner. Second round: Mixed doubles: needed to step up and take again to take the set. Serena wriggled out of a few Riske felt the pressure and Andy Murray (GBR) & Serena it. That’s what I had to do.” But her 29yearold oppo tough situations with some surrendered her service Williams (USA) bt Fabrice Mar That trait made its ﬁ�rst ap nent, who had won each of clutch aces — she served 19 again, with two double faults tin (Fra) & Raquel Atawo (USA) pearance towards the end of her four previous matches in overall — but couldn’t sum doing utmost damage. She 75, 63. Viviani claims Top honours for Chhetri, Ashalata AIFF wants ACL berth for ISL winner Matchhaul of his ﬁ�rst career eight for Ashwin stage win AIFF AWARDS If AFC agrees, the change will happen from 2020-2021 season TAUNTON: R. Ashwin came up with a brilliant ﬁ�ve rounding the future of the FSDL to arrive at a fair solu wicket haul in the second TOUR DE FRANCE Special Correspondent New Delhi AIFF MEETING two leagues running simul tion,” an AIFF statement innings of the County Indian men’s football team taneously and the roadmap said. Championship Division Associated Press captain Sunil Chhetri and SPORTS BUREAU for Indian football, the AIFF One match between So NEW DELHI has asked the AFC to send a Not giving up NANCY (France) women’s footballer Ashalata merset and Italian rider Elia Viviani Devi bagged the top honours The All India Football Fed delegation to ﬁ�nd a solu The representatives of the I Nottinghamshire. claimed his ﬁ�rst career at the All India Football Fed eration (AIFF) on Tuesday tion. League clubs had met with Electing to bat, Somer stage win on the Tour de eration’s AIFF Awards on approached the Asian Foot the AIFF president last set made 326 as Ashwin re France after storming a Tuesday. Chhetri was ball Confederation (AFC) to ‘Time-bound manner’ week to voice their con turned ﬁ�gures of three for bunch sprint on Tuesday. named the men’s footballer allot an AFC Champions “Further, as the issues of cerns and Praful Patel had 93. In return, Notts could Viviani made the most of of the year, while the title in League qualiﬁ�cation berth the Hero ILeague, Hero I made some suggestions, but make only 241. the slight uphill ﬁ�nish, us the women’s category was Ashalata. * FILE PHOTO Chhetri. * G.P. SAMPATH KUMAR for the winner of the Indian League clubs and the future the clubs had asked for a In the second essay, Ash ing his considerable power won by Ashalata. Super League (ISL). roadmap of Indian football day's time. The clubs re win picked up ﬁ�ve for 59 in Kerala Blaster’s Sahal Ab Best Referee: R. Venkatesh leased a statement the next to edge Alexander Kristoﬀ� The Bengaluru FC and In (Tamil Nadu). Until now, the winner of including a uniﬁ�ed League 30 overs — a matchhaul of dul Samad won the emerg day, saying they did not and Caleb Ewan and claim dia skipper, who scored a the ILeague — which is still are important issues which eight for 152 — as Somerset ing player of the year award Best Assistant Referee: Joseph the fourth stage of the brace in India’s loss to Taji Tony from Karnataka the toptier of Indian foot need to be resolved in a want to give up their AFC was bundled out for 169. in the men’s category whe Champions League slot. threeweek race. kistan in the opening match Emerging Women’s Footballer ball — earned an AFC Cham timebound manner, the Chasing 255, Notts was reas Manipur’s Dangmei The 213.5km ﬂ�at route of the Intercontinental Cup, 2018-19: Dangmei Grace pions League qualiﬁ�cation AIFF Executive Committee On Monday, six ILeague 31 for two at tea on day Grace won the emerging from Reims to Nancy did won the award for the third (Manipur). spot, while the ISL winner requests the Asian Football clubs — Aizawl FC, Minerva three. player of the year in the wo not pose any major diﬃ�cul consecutive year. Emerging Men’s Footballer of ﬁ�gured in the AFC Cup. Confederation to send a Punjab, Quess East Bengal, men’s category. ty and was a perfect oppor Chhetri, with 70 goals for the Year: Abdul Sahal (Kerala). If the AFC agrees to the highlevel delegation at the Mohun Bagan, Churchill Rahane fails tunity for sprinters to get a India, is also the second The full list of awards: Women’s Footballer of the AIFF’s request, then the earliest to discuss this issue Brothers and Gokulam Ker Ajinkya Rahane, playing stage win. highest active international Best Grassroots Development Year: Ashalata Devi. change will happen from with all the stakeholders of ala — wrote to Prime Minis for Hampshire against War Julian Alaphilippe kept scorer — only behind Portu Programme: Jammu & Kashmir Men’s Footballer of the Year: the 20202021 season. Indian football, including ter Narendra Modi, request wickshire, was dismissed the overall lead. gal’s Cristiano Ronaldo. Football Association. Sunil Chhetri. With the turmoil sur our commercial partner ing him to intervene. for four and three. DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD THE HINDU CROSSWORD 12674 (set by Incognito) SUDOKU FAITH 14 Boy! Steroids contain an aphrodisiac (6) 5 OK, agree Alamo was built around end of March (8) Impact of gunas 16 Rushed back before tailless 6 Oppose group of nations in Cleanliness in thought, word and deed, the hallmark of a mammal gets creature (7) absence of king (4) realised soul, is an equally important ideal for every indivi dual. But, as Arjuna feels, it is also a tall order for a jivatma 18 Vera dances at state society's 9 Wandering refugees give up to maintain a pure mind, even when one is determined to parties (43) fur to get birds (5) avoid evil, pointed out Velukkudi Sri Krishnan in a dis course. Generally most jivatmas wish to lead good and pious 21 Dog? Me? (6) 13 That's to say: "Pull that thing" lives following the paths of karma, jnana and bhakti. But at (2,3) 23 Last performance produced by the same time, they are easily attracted by the sense objects, Wang's son? (4,4) and though they try to resist these forces, they ultimately 15 Stalks English girl behind empty supermarket (5) succumb and commit sins in life. It thus appears to be as fu 25 Act! O rat! (8) tile an eﬀ�ort as that of a piece of straw struggling to ﬁ�ght the 17 Are robins endlessly ﬂ�ying whirlwind or a boat being tossed on the stormy seas. 27 Queen has a short garment and aloft? (8) Krishna clearly explains that the human tendency to err a heavenly body (6) is an inherent tragic ﬂ�aw since all beings are associated with 19 Perhaps Gen. Patton has no Prakriti constituted of the three gunas — satva, rajas and ta 29 One follows greenest rolling time for his high command mas. These subtle intangible forces are inextricably ent national park in Tanzania (9) (8) wined to constitute individual human nature or swabhava. Of these, the strong foe is rajas, giving rise to the feelings of 30 Girl's love for prison (4) 20 Since three are circling desire and anger. These in turn impel man towards evil ten Yggdrasil, for example (3,4) Solution to puzzle 12673 Solution to yesterday’s Sudoku dencies. When desire is thwarted, it turns into anger to ■ DOWN wards those who have stood in the way of desire. ■ ACROSS 22 European folding suitcases (5) Three examples are quoted to show the close association 7 Greek god returns to canal (4) 1 Call to witness a bus going of the gunas with human nature. The ﬁ�rst is of the insepar 8 Gale? Good luck at the theatre! back carrying violent peon (8) 24 Leave after accountant and able bond between ﬁ�re and smoke, where smoke always en (5,1,3) pronounce "Not guilty" (6) velops ﬁ�re; the next is that of a mirror that attracts dust easi 10 Cross swords with soldier in 2 Monarch's class of security in vehicle (4) 26 One's wrong about king or ly and is covered by it. The third illustration is of the foetus old city (6) enveloped in the mother’s womb. At best one can try to re emperor blamed for ﬁ�ddling 11 The Iron Lady's threat is 3 Get no bait prepared (6) (4) duce the eﬀ�ects of rajas and consciously cultivate satva. circulated around China (8) Krishna says that the gunas, which are part of His Maya, can 12 Sentry dispatched by elevated 4 Salesman wearing hat is a cold 28 Legendary boat in Miramar, be transcended only with His help and grace extended to railway (8) blooded creature (7) Goa (4) those who seek refuge in Him. CM A ND-NDE https://t.me/SSC4Exams YK https://t.me/Banking4Exams https://t.me/UPSC4Exams https://t.me/TheHindu_Zone_official EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE 22 SPORT DELHI WEDNESDAY, JULY 10, 2019 THE HINDU EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE TV PICKS Wimbledon: SS Select 2 (SD Good defence does not mean scoring Mirabai claims another gold & HD), 3.30 p.m.; SS Select 1 fewer goals, says Kavanagh (SD & HD), 5.15 p.m. IN BRIEF Sports Bureau SAMOA ‘When I was with the Australian teams, we scored a lot of goals by defending very well’ S. Mirabai Chanu totalled 191kg to claim the women’s HOCKEY 49kg title in the Common wealth weightlifting cham Shreedutta Chidananda pionships here on Tuesday. Victorious US women’s Bengaluru Jhili Dalabehera (45kg) team back on home soil and S. Bindyarani Devi NEWARK (USA) Fergus Kavanagh was part of (55kg) among women and USA’s Women’s World Cup- a golden era in Australian Ch. Rishikanta Singh (55kg) winning team arrived back on hockey, when the Kookabur among men were the other American soil on Monday, a ras lifted successive World Indians to win golds in the day after clinching a record Cups, won the Champions elite division. Mirabai Chanu. * FILE PHOTO: fourth title in the football Trophy ﬁ�ve years in a row, The medallists: PTI showpiece. The jubilant US and secured two Olympic Men: Elite: 55kg: Ch. Rishikan- women touched down at bronze medals. Key to that ta Singh (105kg, 130kg, 235kg) (80kg, 102kg, 182kg) silver. Newark Liberty International success, the 34yearold be gold. Junior: 45kg: Bornali Borah Airport on a chartered jet. lieves, was the team’s ability Junior and Youth: 49kg: Bhak- (55kg, 76kg, 131kg) gold; Striker Alex Morgan and taram Desti (77kg, 108kg, Sakshi Maske (58kg, 72kg, to defend as a unit. player-of-the-tournament 185kg) gold. 130kg) silver; 55kg: Sneha So- Megan Rapinoe were among Women: Elite: 45kg: Jhili Dala- ren (73kg, 96kg, 169kg) silver; Imparting lessons the first to exit the aircraft, behera (snatch 70kg, clean and Saloni Singh (75kg, 88kg, where a red carpet had been This week, Kavanagh will at jerk 94kg, total 154kg) gold; 163kg) bronze. unfurled to greet the team as tempt to impart some of 49kg: S. Mirabai Chanu (84kg, Youth: 40kg: Soumya Devi they stepped onto the those lessons to India’s defen 107kg, 191kg) gold; 55kg: S. (51kg, 58kg, 109kg) gold; Rek- tarmac. . AFP ders as the National men’s Bindyarani Devi (78kg, 105kg, hamoni Gogoi (47kg, 59kg, camp resumes at the SAI 183kg) gold; Matsa Santoshi 106kg) bronze. here. The former Australia defender has been invited by Hockey India to spend seven days with the squad as Chief Coach Graham Reid attempts Mandar — making his to drill his philosophy of ‘col lective defending’ into the Roadmap: Fergus Kavanagh, who is conducting a week-long camp for the team’s defenders, has three main target areas: tackling, marking and intercepting. K. MURALI KUMAR * talent count PSG mulls action against players. ‘missing’ Neymar “I’m trying to convey to the midﬁ�elders and strikers “Actually, if you have a good defensive team, you will intercepting. Consistency, he insists, is vital. they might make one or two good tackles but then they defense is a negative thing to taking pride in defending Coach Stimac all praise for PARIS Paris Saint-Germain has said it how important defence is,” create more scoring oppor “These players have great fall away with their level. We well,” he said. the fullback’s skills would take action after Kavanagh said here on Tues tunities. That’s what I saw handeye coordination and want to make sure they are “When we won the 2014 Neymar failed to attend the day. “Indian hockey is known when I was with the Austra skills with the ball; it’s just more consistent.” World Cup, the player of the Amitabha Das Sharma for being all about scoring lian teams. We scored a lot of about helping them develop It was important, Kava tournament was Mark Know AHMEDABAD first day of pre-season training. The 27-year-old was goals and ﬂ�air. I’d also like it goals by defending very well.” their skills without the ball,” nagh stated, for attacking les, our free central defender. As the Indian National foot expected to show up at the to be known for great de he said. players to take pride in their That tells you how important ball team looks to turn a club’s training facilities on fence. Good defence does not Target areas “We see quite a few players defensive duties and not treat defence is in major tourna new page under head coach Monday, less than 24 hours mean scoring fewer goals or Kavanagh has three main tar who are good in their tack it like drudgery. ments. If you defend well, Igor Stimac, there is a new after he attended Brazil’s 3-1 taking something away from get areas at this weeklong ling. Some of the younger “It’s about changing the you can compete for a me bunch of players who have victory over Peru in the Copa the attacking side. camp: tackling, marking and players are a bit more raw: mindset, from thinking that dal.” received a callup to the ros America final in Rio. The ter the Croatian is planning former Barcelona and Santos for the future. star’s absence coincides with speculation linking him with a return to Camp Nou. IANS Elavenil springs to life by winning medals Areeba rallies with a perfect Mandar Rao Desai, ig nored in the previous re gime under Stephen Con Anahat and Yuvna stantine, made his National claim gold medals COLOGNE (GERMANY): ‘Looking forward to doing well in the junior World Cup and Masters’ round debut in the Intercontinen tal Cup against Tajikistan India’s Anahat Singh and and earned the coach’s Yuvna Gupta bagged the girls’ College under Gujarat Un picked up a riﬂ�e, Elavenil is SPORTS BUREAU praise for his performance under-13 and 15 titles SHOOTING iversity in Ahmedabad, Ela happy to continue with the Lonato (Italy) as a leftback. respectively in the European Kamesh Srinivasan venil praised the College duo in the new project. A perfect round of 25 re “My coach (Stimac) be Mandar Rao Desai. junior open squash NEW DELHI Principal Neerja Gupta. vived the fortunes of lieves I can help in the at * SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT championships here. Anahat Elavenil in Tamil means Versatile Areeba Khan who closed tack and that I think is my defeated 5-8 seed Avery Park Spring season. In Indian Support She was a versatile athlete the day with 70 out of 75 strong point. Even for my secure my position. I am of USA 11-7, 11-3, 11-4 while shooting, the young Elavenil “My Principal is very suppor and was introduced to shoot in women’s skeet in the club, whether as winger or willing to do that,” Desai Yuvna beat 5-8 seed Amal Valarivan springs to life in in tive and even arranges extra ing by a friend, who was hap shotgun World Cham left fullback, I have always said. Izhar of Canada 11-5, 10-12, ternational competitions by lectures and notes for me py to let her use a spare gun. pionship here on Tues moved up and helped in the The 27yearold attribut 11-4, 11-4. Paarth Ambani winning medals, hinting a whenever I am in Ahmeda “I was in athletics before day. Areeba had shot 23 attack,” said Mandar, who ed his growth to the expo finished third in the u-15 boys’ bright career. bad,” Elavenil said. shooting. I have played al and 22 in the ﬁ�rst two made his presence felt with sure he got with FC Goa, section beating Qatar’s The 20yearold won the A trainee of Olympic and most every sport except rounds. his assists in the two goals where he was named cap Yousef Farag 11-8, 11-8, 14-12. air riﬂ�e women’s silver and World Championship medal cricket, football and volley Kartiki Singh Shakta that India scored against tain last season. the team bronze with Aay list Gagan Narang’s Project ball. I was in my school wat, who had a good start Tajikistan. “Starting under a legend ushi Gupta and Nina Chan Elavenil * SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT Leap, Elavenil is happy to teams for basketball, hand with rounds of 24 and 23, “He (Desai) played very like Zico (201416) was great. del in the ongoing 30th Un train at the new branch of ball, kabaddi and shot put. the best among the Indian well and is a good talent for I have also shared the dress iversiade at Napoli, Italy. shooting the best among all. Gun For Glory in Chennai. My main focus was sprints. I women, misﬁ�red in the the national side. He is giv ing room with international It was no surprise as Ela “It was kind of chill and “I am recovering from a played for State and was se third, with 18. She ing us more options in the stars like Lucio, Robert Pires venil had already won three friendly atmosphere. I had knee injury and undergoing lected for Nationals, but reached a total of 65. position where we also have and later with the likes of golds in Junior World Cups known many of them from rehabilitation at the Centre didn’t continue,” she re Former National cham the likes of Jerry (Lalrinzua (Ferran) Corominas and Celestine passes away CHENNAI apart from the women’s gold the previous match. So, it of Sports Science in Sri Ra called. pion Saniya Sheikh had la) and Subhasish (Bose),” Edu (Bedia),” Desai said. Former India football in the Asian Air Gun Cham was really a good experience machandra Medical College, Thanks to her ability to rounds of 22, 23 and 23 Stimac had said after the “I received a lot of advice goalkeeper A.U. Celestine, pionship. She had also competing with the students Chennai. shoot absolutely world class for 68. ﬁ�rst match. and motivation from these passed away here on Monday. claimed the junior silver in around the world. “It suits me to train there scores that can fetch a medal Two more rounds will Desai is well aware of the big names. I also treasure He was ailing for a while. He the World Championship. “I really feel great because even though my family is in on any stage in the interna be followed by the ﬁ�nal competition he faces from the advice of Zico, who was 73, and is survived by his “I missed the gold by com I think I am the youngest in Gujarat. I like the facilities in tional arena, Elavenil has for the top six. some of his compatriots, asked me to believe in my wife and son. Celestine mitting silly mistakes. I am the Indian shooting team,” Chennai,” she said. opted to stick to shooting. In junior men’s skeet, who have been doing well ability and enjoy the game. played for the Tamil Nadu never satisﬁ�ed with silver,” said Elavenil. Having been coached by “I am looking forward to Gurnihal Singh Garcha for their respective clubs. Even Sergio (Lobera), my men’s team in the senior she told The Hindu from Ita Hailing from Tamil Nadu Neha Chavan and trained by doing well in the Junior (67), Ayush Rudraraju (61) “There are several young present coach, has been Nationals as a ’keeper in the ly after missing qualiﬁ�cation but studying B.A. English Lit mind trainer Kritika Pandey World Cup in Suhl and then and Arjun Thakur (61) players in the squad and I supportive of my creative 1965 and ’69 National for mixed air riﬂ�e despite erature at the Bhavans Arts right from the time she the Masters in Delhi.” were not that well placed. have to really work hard to style of play,” Desai added. championships. He represented India in the Merdeka Cup in Malaysia in 1969. Advice from Kirsten and Horn Brazil shrugs oﬀ� dependency on Neymar Sasi Kumar Achal and falls early Shri Nivetha helped the team in 2011: Yuvraj Begins new Copa America reign without the talisman Agence France-Presse SPORTS BUREAU WINNETKA (US) miss bronze ‘Inaugural T20 in South Africa took game to the next level’ Rio De Janeiro Sasi Kumar Mukund was As Brazil geared up for the beaten 64, 64 by Ernesto SPORTS BUREAU Y.B. Sarangi took the world by storm…It Copa America last month, a Escobedo of the United KOLKATA was my day (when I hit six Neymarinduced pall of NAPOLI States in the ﬁ�rst round of Achal Pratap Singh Grewal India opener Rohit Sharma sixes). The ﬁ�fth ball was al doom and gloom threatened the $54,160 Challenger ten and P. Shri Nivetha were might have beneﬁ�ted from most a yorker and I hit it out to scupper the host nation’s nis tournament on beaten to the bronze medal Yuvraj Singh’s advice of be of the park.” chances before a ball had Monday. 1612 by the Italians in the ing in ‘good space’ to shine even been kicked. The results: The 37yearold, who re mixed air pistol team event in the ongoing ICC World tired from international The unrelenting circus $54,160 Challenger, Winnet in the 30th Universiade on Cup, but how did the left cricket last month, said the surrounding the captain and ka, US: hander know the secret to talisman of the Selecao had First round: Ernesto Escobe- Tuesday. success of World T20 contri success in a big event? included lurid rape revela do (US) bt Sasi Kumar Mu- The Indian pair was con buted in the creation of the Looking back at India’s tions before an ankle injury kund 6-4, 6-4. sistent in the two stages of Indian Premier League $15,000 ITF men, Tabarka, qualiﬁ�cation, grabbing the successful World Cup cam (IPL). in a warmup game left the Tunisia: First round: Gabriele fourth spot both times with paign in 2011, Yuvraj, who Paris SaintGermain striker Maria Noce (Ita) bt Tarun Ani- was the player of the tourna Yuvraj, who played for six on crutches and out of the scores of 569 and 566, in a Yuvraj Singh. * RAJEEV BHATT rudh 6-0, 6-1; Alen Rogic ment in the elite event eight IPL franchises, underlined tournament. ﬁ�eld of 18 teams. Hadzalic (Cro) bt Anirudh years ago, said good advice that he could never stick to It was an eerie echo of Chandrasekar 6-3, 6-4. Korea was consistently brilliant during qualiﬁ�ca from coach Gary Kirsten and < > Nobody expected us to win. We were a one franchise. “I cannot ex plain, but I never settled Brazil’s disastrous 2014 Doubles (prequarterﬁ�nals): tion, with scores of 580, psychological trainer Mike World Cup on home soil, The Incredibles: Everton, the top-scorer, Alisson, the best Nicolas Alberto Arreche & Horn helped the team. young side, we had a with a franchise.” when Neymar was injured in Mannuel Pena Lopez (Arg) bt but faltered in the gold me goalkeeper, and Dani Alves, Copa America’s MVP, showed “The 2011 World Cup was new captain and we the quarterﬁ�nals and missed that Brazil is more than just one single player. AFP Bharath Nishok Kumaran & dal match and lost to Chi He fondly remembered * a special journey. There was played fearlessly. his team’s traumatic 71 hu Anshumat Srivastava 6-0, nese Taipei 1610. the 2014 IPL auctions where 6-1. a lot of pressure playing at Yuvraj miliation against eventual proved in ﬁ�nishing with the — for the wrong reasons with In men’s skeet, Asian he unexpectedly gained a $15,000 ITF women, Hua home. I was going through champion Germany in the tournament’s best attack, his club, picking up Euro champion Angad Vir Singh few crores. Hin, Thailand: First round: good form. The coach told key role in India’s World T20 last four. best defence, top player in pean and domestic bans for Bajwa shot 122 out of 125 to Zeel Desai bt Lanlana Tararu- me it was very important to triumph in 2007, said the in “I almost joined Kolkata Yet as this year’s Copa Alves, top scorer in Everton petulant behaviour. qualify for the ﬁ�nal in the dee (Tha) 6-1, 6-2; Mihika Ya- be in good space…Mike augural T20 mega event in Knight Riders but in last mo campaign unfolded, Brazil and top goalkeeper in Alis third spot. He had a series Alves led by example and dav bt Natthapat Piwbangruk Horn brought in a lot of self South Africa was a turning ment I went to Royal Chal demonstrated that it might son — a clean sweep of every (Tha) 6-2, 6-2; Himeno Sakat- of 24, 24, 25, 25 and 24. was named player of the belief in the team,” said Yuv point for the sport. lengers Bangalore. I proba have ﬁ�nally cast oﬀ� the long award going — that it could sume (Jpn) bt Snehal Mane The results: tournament. The other Mixed air pistol: 1. Chinese raj on the occasion of being “World T20 took cricket bly had my best IPL season standing criticisms of “Ney thrive without Neymar. 6-3, 6-0. player to take his chance Taipei (Yu Ai-Wen, Kuo Kuan- conferred the ‘Lifetime to the next level. Nobody ex with RCB. It was unfortunate mardependancy.” Crucially, two of the Doubles (prequarterﬁ�nals): was Everton, who regularly Ting) 16 (570, 577); 2. Korea Achievement Award’ by the pected us to win. not to come to KKR.” And by the time captain players thrust into the spot Shou Na Mu (Chn) bt Watsa- lifted fans onto their feet chol Sawatdeee (Tha) bt Na- (Kim Minjung, Park Daehun) Indian Chamber of Com Dani Alves hoisted the tro light by Neymar’s absence. “We were a young side, Yuvraj also enjoyed his as with his direct running and tahsa Palha & Mihika Yadav 10 (580, 580); 3. Ialy (Mario merce here on Tuesday. we had a new captain and sociation with champion phy, Neymar had at last In May, Alves was named determined dribbling. He 7-5, 6-1; Robu Kajitani & Aiko Varricchio, Dario Di Martino) 16 (569, 567); India (P. Shri we played fearlessly…Chris sides Sunrisers Hyderabad been shoved aside as the Co captain for the tournament ﬁ�nished the Copa as top Yoshitomi (Jpn) bt Da Hye Nivetha, Achal Pratap Singh Key role Gayle’s hundred in the open and Mumbai Indians in 2016 pa’s major talking point. after Neymar hit the hea scorer and a star for the pre Kim (Kor) & Sowjanya Bavi- Grewal) 12 (566, 569). Yuvraj, who also played a ing match and my six sixes and 2018 respectively. What’s more, Brazil had dlines — prerape allegations sent rather than the future. setti 1-6, 6-3, [10-7]. CM A ND-NDE https://t.me/SSC4Exams YK https://t.me/Banking4Exams https://t.me/UPSC4Exams 
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